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This is the beginning of
what will be hundreds,
perhaps thousands of
deaths this winter.
Peter Kessler
page 2

Franklins showing WATER WORKS
some improvement

99

66

Murray Ledger & Tints. Staff Writer

They beat our butts in
all areas of the game.

4,

NO-FLY ZONE
Apt/VA-Al-44.s Bahrain — Iraqi
wkrplanes made new incursiori,s into the "no-fly zone"
over southern Iraq but they
were not confronted by the
military coalition enforcing the
ban, a U.S. military spokesman said today. Page 2

BRONCO BUSTED
DENVER — Dan Reeves,
who led the Denver Broncos to
three Super Bowls, was fired
Monday, the day after the
team lost its season finale and
missed going to the playoffs.
Page 8

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy. A 50 percent
chance of showers. Low in the
upper 40s. Southwest wind
around 10 mph. Wednesday,
mostly cloudy. A 40 percent
chance of showers. High near
60. Outlook for New Year's
Day: Dry and colder. Low in
the 30s. High in the 40s.
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The Murray School Board will
meet Wednesday afternoon to
decide what to do while Superintendent W.A. Franklin and his
wife Margaret are recovering
from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident last week,
A spokesman at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah listed his condition Tuesday morning as serious
but stable. She was reported to be
in critical but stable condition.
Board chairman Sally Alexander said the board may consider

appointing a temporary superintendent to serve during Franklin's absence.
The Franklins were involved in
a head-on collision Wednesday
on U.S. 641 near Eddyville.
They were on their way to
Marion to spend the holidays
with relatives when another car
apparently crossed the center line
and struck the Franklins' vehicle.
They were both wearing their
seat belts at the time, according
to the state police.
Franklin, 55, took the helm of
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Agreement reached on
nuclear weapons treaty
GENEVA (AP) — Secretary of
State Lawrence S. Eaglcburger
today announced agreement with
Russia on a Start II treaty to
sharply reduce nuclear missiles
maintained by the two countries.
Under the truly, hundreds of
the world's deadliest nuclear
weapons — long-range, land based missiles with multiple warheads — would be banned and
stockpiles of U.S. and Russian
strategic warheads would be
pared to about one-third current
levels.
It would be President Bush's
third major arms control agreement. In 1990, he signed an EastWest agreement to cut troops and
tanks in Europe. Last year, he
signed a treaty with Russia to cut
strategic nuclear weapons by

about one-third.
In Washington, early reaction
was positive. Rep. Lee Hamilton,
D-Ind., incoming chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee, called the agreement "a great
gift to the nation and to the
world."
Hamilton, speaking on Fox
Morning News, said "it certainly
gives a good sendoff for President Bush as he leaves the
presidency."
Eagleburger made the
announcement following a 90-minute meeting with Russian Foreign Minister Andrei V. Kozyrev.
"We have made very good progress," Eagleburger said as he
prepared to fly back to Washington. "We now have a text we can
put to the two presidents."

•
STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

Work is underway on the expansion of the Murray Wastewater Treatment Plant. Employees of M.D.
Limbaugh Contractors from Sikeston, Mo. are working on the new holding tank. A new oxidation
ditch, clarifier and a sludge processing building are also planned.

Local man hospitalized after
inhaling leather spray fumes
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Wrear

A local man has joined hundreds of people across the country who have complained of side
effects after using a spray for
protecting leatther goods.
Willis Sandris of Coldwater
was taken to the Murray Calloway County Hospital Sunday night after using a 5-ounce
can of Wilson's Leather Protector
on a leather coat he received as a

Christmas present from his wife ado, Maine and Minnesota.
Wilson's Leather Protector is
Wilma.
"We thought he would be dis- used to protect leather coats,
boots and other leather items
charged Tuesday, but now the
the elements.
from
until
here
be
may
doctor says he
Mrs. Sanders said her husband
Thursday. They have told me it is
like having chemically induced read all the instructions on the
pneumonia," said Mrs. Sanders. can, which was purchased in
Monday Wilson's Suede & Paducah, before spraying it on
Leather Inc. recalled its leather his coat.
"The only warning on the label
protection spray.
So far, the majority of com- was not to smoke while spraying
plaints have come from Oregon,
Washington, California, Color- • TURN TO PAGE 2

RIVER RAIDERS?
LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.7, -0.3; below 319.7, -0.7
BARKLEY LAKE
356.6, -0.2; below 321.3, -0.3
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• •

•

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, cap
753-1916 between 8 a.m/-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or' 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press WrItor

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Attorney General Chris Gorman raised
the potential stakes for a riverboat gambling operation that is
supposed to open next year in
Metropolis, Ill., across the Ohio
River from Paducah.
Gorman said the law allows the
confiscation of gambling equipment in Kentucky and Kentucky
lays claim to virtually the entire
Ohio River bank to bank.
"I don't see how they can turn
their boat," Gorman said Monday. "Maybe they can dock it

and maybe not. I don't see how
they can have a cruise down the
river and turn it without actually
coming into Kentucky territory."
Players International plans to
move a restaurant barge and ticketing center to the Metropolis
waterfront early next month. The
1,200-passenger riverboat could
begin operation as early as midFebruary, according to company
officials.
The schedule calls for the
riverboat to leave every three
hours during the day and evenings for gambling cruises. The
riverboat is to be equipped with

Gorman said better surveying
techniques now exist and he has
refused offers from Illinois to
reach the same boundary
settlement.

650 slot machines and 38 table
games like blackjack and
roulette.
And that's the rub.
Kentucky law does not allow
casino gambling and claims the
Ohio River as its own to the low
water mark on the northern side
of the river. The exact location of
the boundary is in litigation
because it is based on the line as
it existed in 1792 when Kentucky
became a state.
Similar disputes with Indiana
and Ohio have been settled with
Kentucky ceding that the boundary is approximately 100 feet into
the river from the north side.

"At this point, we're refusing
to grant the extra 100 feet," Gorman said.
Linda Mulcahy, a spokeswoman for the Illinois Gaming
Board, said regulators were
familiar with the border issue
when the license was granted to
the Metropolis operation.

Mulcahy declined to speculate
about what might happen if a
licensed gambling operation in
Illinois is seized by Kentucky
officials.
Judy Compton, a spokeswoman
for Players International, also
declined to comment.
But Gorman also raised the
possibility that a showdown
could come even before the
games begin.

"We believe that the boat will
stay within the Illinois limits,"
Mulcahy said.

The riverboat is being built in
Louisiana, and Gorman said it
would probably have to pass
through Kentucky waters on its
way to its new home port.

A JOLLY HOLIDAY

Local merchants say shoppers
bought earlier, sought quality
By GINA HANCOCK and
STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Tense Stall Wrears

Santa Claus must be exhausted
this year.
If local merchants are right, he
had such big ticket items to
unload as television sets, stereos
and appliances.
Howard Coy, owner of Murray
Appliance, said microwaves and
TVs were in demand this month.
"We sold a little of everything," he said. "We were up in
microwaves and TVs, but overall
we had.a big business."
Shoppers were on the lookout
for quality, Coy said. There were
no complaints about the prices of
top-quality merchandise, he said.
Bob Reutter, manager of Radio
Shack, said holiday shoppers
bought earlier this year.
photo
"Since the economy has been
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Murray school board to meet to
discuss temporary replacement
By GINA HANCOCK

Scott Edgar
page 8

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

VOLUME 113 NO. 308

MURRAY KY 42071

quality when they buy bigger
ticket items," Reutter said.
Dollar for dollar, he said Radio
Shack did a little better this
Christmas season.
"Discount stores take a lot of
business away from specialty
stores. But this year, customers
were shopping for quality," he
said.
Electronics and appliances
were big sellers at Sears in Murray as well, store manager Opal
Hart said. Camcorders were one
of the most popular gifts, she
said.
Hart said even with the rough
economic times the nation has
faced, sales for the Murray store
have been on a steady increase.
"We've been very fortunate
here in Murray," she said. "It has
been an excellent farm year and
the farmers have had weather and
prices in their favor."
Hart said the Sears store here
has not felt the recession like

other places have.
Dan Foster, owner of Dan's,
said 1992 was his biggest year
ever.
"We are offering what other
stores don't, which is a higher
level of clothing. I also think
shoppers feel the economy is getting better," he said.
The Edge experienced an injection of the Christmas spirit, said
owner Cindy Towery.
"Sales were slow in the fall,
but right after the election things
started rolling. Once Christmas
hit, sales have boomed," she said.
The Place also saw an increase
in sales this Christmas season,
owner Betty Miller said.
"I haven't noticed this recession. I really didn't feel it," she
said.
The day after Christmas The
Place has a huge sale, and Miller
said this year's sale was the big• TURN TO PAGE 2
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Local News Roundup

Franklins showing...
FROM PAGE 1
the Murray school system in July
after Dr. Paul Jones resigned for
health reasons.
Alexander said he has been
invaluable.
"He was familiar with our

1980-82. He is president-elect of

school system before Laing over
b
the superintendent
known him for a In UMW "
Franklin IN a former student
and professor at Murray State
Vniversity. He also served as
principal of Murray High School

the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators.
Margaret Franklin, 54, is the
elementary education supervisor
for the McCracken County school
district.

Franklin has regained consciousness and was able to talk to
relatives. His wife has remained
unconscious since the accident.
The Franklins suffered multiple broken bones, collapsed lungs
and head injuries.

Parliament votes to oust premier Panic
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
— Former Communists and
nationalist allies of Serbia's hardline president voted today to oust
Yugoslavia's moderate premier,
Milan Panic.
The no-confidence motion
passed easily in both houses of
the federal Yugoslav parliament.
Panic had been weakened by a
sound electoral defeat last week
in his attempt to unseat Serbian
President Slobodan Milosevic.
Milosevic's triumph has
increased the likelihood of Western military intervention to halt
the war in Bosnia -Herzegovina or
to keep it from spreading to other
parts of former Yugoslavia.
Milosevic, determined to keep
ethnic Serbs united in a single
state, has drawn international cnucism by sending in soldiers and
arms to aid Serbs in Bosnia and
Croatia. Panic had called for
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compromise to save the Serbs
from the status of international
pariahs.
The upper house of parliament
approved the Panic no-confidence
vote 30-5, with one abstention.
The lower house voted 95-2 with
12 abstentions.
Sources close to Milosevic's
Socialist Party said it had chosen
Svetozar Marovic, a top official
in Montenegro, as Panic's
replacement.
That choice appeared intended
to appease Montenegnns fearful
of reduced status in the Yugoslav
federation, which is dominated by
Serbia.
Montenegro deputies had
blocked two previous attempts to
oust Panic.
Prospects for peace in Bosnia
appeared to dim further today
with reports that the government's desperate military leaders

movement supported by Muslims
and Croats.
At least 17,000 people have
perished in the bloodshed, and
more than 1 million have been
driven from their homes.
U.N. Secretary General
Boutros-Boutros Ghali has prosposed the deployment of up to
10,(X)0 more U.N. observers on
Bosnia's borders, said a spokesman for the French Foreign Ministry, Maurice GourdaultMontagne.
A millionaire thanks to his
California pharmacology business, Milan Panic returned to his
native Serbia in July to become
premier.

Paul Jerry Lee of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a can&
date for the office of Calloway County Sheriff in the 1993 elections

CANDIDATE FILES FOR MAGISTRATE'S RACE
Steve Lyons of RI 1 Alm° has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate for the office of Calloway County Magistrate, District 1, in the 1993
elections

News of the World
TROOPS MOVE TO NEW PHASE
MOGADISHU, Somalia — With their primary military objectives secured,
American and allied troops today began doing in earnest what they came to
Somalia for — feeding the hungry and extending their authority. U.S. Marine
foot patrols were crossing the so-called Green Line that divides the fiefdoms
of rival warlords in the capital and mozinncg for the first time into northern
Marine helicopters were being
Mogadishu, a haven for the lawless
used to hopscotch across minefields and deliver food to the starving in five
villages within a 50-mile radius of Bardera, one of six vital inland aid distribution centers. Marine Col. Fred Peck, a spokesman for the U S.-led military
coalition, said the Marines had begun twice-daily patrols into northern
Mogadishu and would gradually strengthen their presence in the area -Our
aim is to provide security in Mogadishu, and that means the whole city,"
Peck said

Following his defeat in the
Dec. 20 ballot for the Serbian
presidency, Panic was reported
last week to be weighing resigning the premiership.

Sales of existing homes up
of Realtors, which compiles the
monthly figures.
Sales of existing homes were
up in each region of the nation,
the Realtors said.
Nationally, sales totaled a seasonally adjusted annual rate of
3,85 million in November. up
from 3.64 million a month earlier
and the second straight increase.
It was the highest since a 3.89
million rate in December 1986.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Buyers fearing rising mortgage rates
pushed sales of previously owned
homes up 5.8 percent in November to the highest level in nearly
six years, a real estate trade
group said today.
"Many decided to buy after
seeing a spike in interest rates
during a time of economic recovery," said William S. Chee. president of the National Association

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

The Realtors group is forecasting that sales will rise to 3.44
million units this year, the best
since reaching a similar level in
1988. It also predicts that sales
will total 3.67 million in 1993,
highest since 3.83 million in
1979.
The South posted the biggest
sales increase in November, up
7.7 percent to a 1.4 million annual rate.
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were massing thousands of soldiers for an offensive in the
besieged capital, Sarajevo. A
U.N. spokesman reported the first
deaths of cold — and predicted
hundreds more --- in the freezing
and hungry city.
"This is the beginning of what
will be hundreds, perhaps thousands of deaths this winter," said
U.N. spokesman Peter Kessler.
Mik Magnusson, spokesman
for the U.N. peacekeepers in Sarajevo. said there were 6,000 wellarmed government troops and
4,000 support troops on Mount
lgman southwest of Sarajevo.
The city, increasingly desperate because of dwindling supplies of food, has come to symbolize the war that began in
March when Bosnian Serbs,
backed by the Serb-dominated
Yugoslas army, took up arms to
oppose the Bosnian independence

CANDIDATE FILES FOR SHERIFF'S RACE
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Shell

United VVay
of
Murray-Callovray County

Take Time
To Care
•-•

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

product. Company officials say
the product is new and has been
manufactured with a petroleum
distillate used as a substitute
propellant LCI replace .ozonedepleting chlorofluorocarbons.
Fumes from a petroleum distillate, such as gasoline, can cause
coughing, shortness of breath,
headaches and fever.
The company has asked distributors to remove the 5-ounce can
from shelves while the incidents
are being investigated.
Customers arc asked to return
the spray can for a full refund. In
addition, anyone with questions
can call the company collect at
612-541-3561.
The Associated Press also contributed to this story.

Ill Local merchants...

Ross Insurance
Agency

FROM PAGE 1

753-0489

6th & Main

FROM PAGE 1
the item. My husband said he
noticed a kerosene smell when he
began spraying, but he didn't feel
bad right away." she said.
It was after sitting down to
watch the 10 o'clock news that
Sanders felt his lungs beginning
to fill with fluid.
"He started coughing violently
and strangling. When the oxygen
level dropped in his blood
stream, he started having violent
chills," Mrs. Sanders said.
She said her husband's condition has been improsing, but he
still has a low-grade feser and an
infection in his lungs.
Most of the complaints have
been reported from people who
have used a 5-ounce can of the

gest ever
Coast wi Coast manager Les
Scou said sales were generally
the same.
He noted that many local shoppers head to Paducah to find
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MOGADISHU, Somalia— More than 100 prominent members of a rival clan
were slain in door-to-door searches in the southern port of Kismayu in the
days before the Marines landed in Mogadishu on Dec. 9, The New York
Times reported today. The killing was done by militiamen under the control
Jess, a warlord allied with Gen. Mohamed Farrah Aided, the
of Col.
strongman who holds the southern half of Mogadishu. The Times quoted
U.S. envoy Robert Oakley as saying he told Jess that "we knew exactly
what went on and we won't forget it. Oakley and Jess met on Dec. 19, the
day before American and Belgian troops entered Kismayu. Jess and most of
his followers are members of the Ogaden' clan, which has its roots in western Somalia and the neighboring desert region of Ethiopia known as the
Ogaden. The victims were all from the Harti clan, native to the Kismayu region. The newspaper said all the killings occured in three nights of searches
before the allied military takeover and were an attempt to eliminate educated Somalis who might support the American-led forces. It said the victims included religious and business leaders and a prominent doctor.

IRAQIS AGAIN CROSS 'NO-FLY' BARRIER

MANAMA, Bahrain — Iraqi warplanes made new incursions into the "no-fly
zone" over southern Iraq but they were not confronted by the military coalition enforcing the ban, a U S military spokesman said today. Lt. Col. Howard Carter, based in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. said the Iraqi Air Force on Monday made -additional sorties across the 32nd parallel," the northern border
of the zone where Iraqi military flights have been banned by the United
Nations. U.S. warplanes on Sunday shot down an Iraqi plane that flew into
the zone. That was the first known incursion since the zone was imposed on
Aug 27 to protect Shiite Muslim rebels who have taken refuge in the region's marshes. Iraqi planes on Monday flew as tar as 20 miles into the zone
and planes of the U S -led coalition were prepared to intercept them but the
Iraqi planes flew out and no shots were fired, Carter said. He was reading a
statement issued by the Pentagon late Monday and declined to provide
further details. In the Sunday incident, American, British and French warplanes monitored the Iraqi incursion. Two U.S. F-16s issued a verbal warning
to the planes, then shot down one while the other escaped, according to the
Pentagon.

IRS PREPARING TO MAIL TAX FORMS

WASHINGTON — The government is preparing to mail its New Year's
greetings: 107 million federal income tax packages. The Internal Revenue
Service said Monday that letter carriers will begin delivering the tax forms
on Saturday. Most taxpayers will see little change in the forms, which cost
$12 million to print and another $19 million to mail. That's 30 cents a package. By the time the April 15 filing deadline rolls around, the IRS expects to
have received 116 million returns, including 60.5 million from taxpayers
using Form 1040. It expects another 18.5 million to use Form 1040A and
16.8 million to return Form 1040EZ.

NEW DEFINITION OF AIDS WILL RAISE NUMBERS

ATLANTA — The number of people diagnosed with AIDS will climb dramatically when a new definition of the disease goes into effect Friday, raising
demand for treatment and dollars. Under the new definition, an estimated
90,000 Americans will be diagnosed with full-blown AIDS in 1993, according
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. That's almost double the
current average of 50,000 a year. Since 1981, about 242,000 Americans
have been diagnosed with AIDS and 160.000 have died. The new definition
could make it easier for people infected with the virus to collect disability
benefits available to those diagnosed with AIDS. It would also enable them
to take part in drug trials and qualify for low-cost medicines.

HUNT CLAIMS INNOCENCE AFTER INDICTMENTS
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Gov. Guy Hunt pronounced himself "totally innocent" and vowed to serve out the last two years of his term after being,
indicted on charges of stealing $200,000 from his 1987 inaugural fund
Hunt, a 59-year-old Primitive Baptist preacher in his second four-year term,
was booked and fingerprinted Monday on 13 felony charges including theft,
conspiracy and an ethics violation and released on his own recognizance.
He's the eighth U S governor this century to be indicted in office. The first
Republican elected governor of Alabama since Reconstruction, Hunt was
accused of conspiring with inaugural fund accountant Gene McKenzie, who
was also indicted, and two former aides to take for his own use $200,000
raised by the inaugural. The indictment didn't say what Hunt allegedly did
with the money.

MO! EXPECTED TO WIN KENYAN ELECTION

Christmas buys.
A manager at Cook's Jewelers
said shoppers were more cautious
this year.
Most merchants said credit
card spending was considerably
down this year. Cash payment or
free financing offers were most
popular among shoppers, retailers
said.
"The most unusual thing I've
noticed this year is the lack of
credit card use," Andrea Hogancamp, owner of The Shoe Shack,
said.
Consumers are steering clear
of high interest debt, she said.
Sales significantly increased at
Factory Discount Shoes during
December, owner Tommy
Scearse said.
"I'm elated with our business,"
he said. "I think although people
were spending more money, they
were spending it wisely."
Sccarsc said the discount business has been successful even
when wallets are thin.
Perhaps one of the best things
about this Christmas was the
shoppers. he said.
"People were much more congenial this Christmas." he said.
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MASS MURDER REPORTED IN SOMALIA

NAIROBI, Kenya — President Daniel arap Moi, who reluctantly agreed
under Western pressure to hold Kenya's first multiparty vote in a quartercentury, was expected to win today's national elections. Moi, in power for 14
years, was expected to prevail against an opposition divided by tribal loyalties. He faced seven rivals in the balloting, which has been overshadowed
by violence and widespread charges of electoral malpractice. Election monitors feared continued disturbances and irregularities today. Although the
competing parties adopted platforms, there was little significant discussion
of issues, which took a back seat to tribal rivalries.

YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS...
CASABLANCA, Morocco — From the looks of the dim bar in Casablanca,
you'd expect to look up and see Humphrey Bogart serving drinks under the
gaze of Ingrid Bergman. Fifty years after Warner Bros. released "Casablanca," among the most enduring and popular films in cinema history, the
legend lives on in this watering hole on Morocco's western coast. Much like
Rick's Cafe American of the 111m, beggars and pickpockets thrive outside
the Casablanca Bar, in a corner of the Hyatt Hotel in cowntown Casablanca.
But inside it's not Sam, the black piano player, who croons "As Time Goes
By" but a Lebanese named Hratch who sings in 14 languages — including
Japanese. Movie posters of Bogart as hard•boiled but sentimental cafe own•
rar Rick, Bergman as his ex -lover Ilsa and Paul Henreid as stoic but dedicated resistance leader Victor Laszlo cover the walls. The waiters and bartenders are dressed as Bogart in the film's celebrated final scene, in trench
coats and fedoras, or as French police captain Louis Renault Casablanca
isn't quite the den of espionage, intrigue and gambling the film evokes but a
dusty port city of 3 million people, home to Morocco's textile, car parts and
construction industries. "There's no similarity; the movie was filmed entirely
in a studio," says Abderrahim Daoudi, Casablanca's director of tourism.
"But it had an enormous impact. Every day, somewhere in the world, it's
shown..., it's an excellent publicity aid "

BRAZIL PRESIDENT RESIGNS BEFORE TRIAL
BRASILIA, Brazil — Impeached President Fernando Collor de Mello resigned today as his corruption trial was beginning in the Senate. Collor's
lawyer announced the resignation in a statement read to the Senate, which
was to have decided whether to formally strip Collor of the presidency and
force him out of politics. Accused of profiting from a huge influence -peddling
ring, Color was considered to have virtually no chance of surviving the trial.
The embattled 43-year-old president, who was suspended from office Sept
29 in a vote by parliament's lower house, could face criminal prosecution
now that he has surrendered his immunity by resigning.
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Perspective on Politics

Cabinet picked, but
role still uncertain
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press 14•w• Analysis

WASHINGTON — With a Cabinet in waiting, ready to go to work
next month, President-elect Clinton has to decide what he wants it to
do. Since there is no clear job description, each president writes his
own.
That has ranged from blueprints for Cabinet government to disinterest in frequent meetings or advice from the collective leadership of the
executive branch.
Often, a president's interest in seeing and hearing from his Cabinet
has waned with the years in office. One of Jimmy Carter's high command said full Cabinet meetings turned into a sort of adult show and
tell, wasting time in trivial detail.
Individually, of course, the job of each Cabinet member is clear.
They are the people the president chooses, with Senate confirmation,
to run the major departments of the executive branch of government.
"The president is only one person," Clinton said from a podium in
Little Rock while naming his Cabinet nominees. "Much of this administration's life will be lived out through the actions of the people that
you see on this stage."
The collective role of the Cabinet as presidential advisers dates
back 200 years, but never has been defined. It's not a requirement;
Andrew Jackson did not meet with his Cabinet during his first two
years in office, taking counsel instead with friends and other officeholders who came to be called his "kitchen cabinet." Every president
has his inner circle of advisers, for the quiet counsel no Cabinet can
provide.
Clinton will too. And he has said his wife, Hillary, will be attending
the regular Cabinet meetings.
The president-elect said he wanted a Cabinet "that works together
as a whole" along with his national security, economic, and domestic
policy councils.
"I expect that we will work together in a more teamwork-oriented
fashion perhaps than any previous administration," he said. "I expect
we'll do a lot of work with each other rather than just isolated in our
little boxes on the organizational chart ... because there are so many
issues that cut across the lines."
But other presidents have found that differing and sometimes competing interests and duties detracted from the value of Cabinet
sessions.
Carter's attorney general, Griffin Bell, wrote after that administration that the president at first "conducted weekly meetings of the
Cabinet, at which we would go around the table, each usually mentioning an activity of the past week or something that might be coming up.
"The discussions were too disjointed, given the range of Cabinet
positions, to produce any coherent themes," Bell said. "It was adult
show and tell, and as a result, President Carter became entangled in
trivial, technical minutiae that occupied too much of his time and
attention."
Later in his term, Carter saw the Cabinet every other week, then cut
that to monthly meetings.
Cabinets have no vote and no powers. Abraham Lincoln was said to
have polled his Cabinet and found it unanimously opposed to a decision he was about to make. "Seven nays and one aye," he said. "The
ayes have it."
Harry Truman talked of an enhanced policy making role for the
Cabinet, but when the Korean War began in 1950, he didn't even convene it. He relied on the advice of his secretaries of state and defense,
top military officers and his own White House aides. John F. Kennedy
didn't see much use in Cabinet meetings. During the Cuban missile
crisis of 1%2 he conferred with an special executive committee that
included trusted Cabinet members and other chosen advisers.
Richard Nixon proposed combining domestic departments to cut the
Cabinet from 12 to eight members. That 1971 plan went nowhere.
'There now are 14 Cabinet-level departments. Clinton is adding the
U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, something that has been done
periodically since the administration of Dwight Eisenhower.
• • • •
(Walter R. Mears, vice president and columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more
than 30 years.)

A disastrous yearfor state officials
FRANKFORT — By anyone's
reckoning, the year now drawing
to a merciful close was a disaster
for public officials in Kentucky.
Consider just a few examples
of what happened across the
commonwealth in 1992:
•In April, FBI agents swarmed
over the Capitol here serving subpoenas to members of the House
and Senate. Since that fateful
afternoon, the carpet in front of
federal benches has worn thin as
lobbyists, former and resigned
legislators and a top legislative
aide pleaded guilty to everything
from petty bribes to extortion and
perjury. The federal sting operation against government corruption reached into the office (and
family) of former Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson and forced the indicted
speaker of the House to forego
another term in the speaker's
chair.
And the feds say the whole
thing is far from completed.
'The sheriff of Jefferson County
is under federal investigation and
was the subject of a withering
audit by the state that found a
whole raft of questionable practices in his office.
•A popular, reformist northern
Kentucky mayor resigned his
office in disgrace and faces crim-

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
inal charges for using someone
else's credit card to place
900-number telephone calls to a
sex line.
•A circuit judge has been charged
with taking bribes, partly in
drugs, and had to be forced off
the bench until the issue is tried.
•A number of school board members have either resigned or been
removed from office for everything from incompetence to
skullduggery.
*Three Kentucky congressmen
lost their jobs — two didn't run
for re-election, one was defeated
in his party primary — because
they got so big for their britches
they couldn't be bothered balancing their special House checking
accounts.
That's not a pretty picture, and
it only scratches the surface.
It's only fair for people to
demand to know what exactly has
been going on across Kentucky.

The sad fact is that nothing
new under the gloomy winter sky
has been going on in 1992 that
hasn't been going on for years. A
lot of people, for various unrelated reasons, just got caught.
If you scan over the list above,
the overwhelming conclusion is
that corruption, mismanagement
or plain, old-fashioned arrogance
of power had become so commonplace that many officials
high and low assumed nothing
would ever happen to them no
matter what they did. And for
years that was exactly the case.
The arrogance that destroyed
the congressional careers of Larry
Hopkins, Carroll Hubbard and
Chris Perkins may not necessarily
have led to illegal practices, but
it is the same attitude of invincibility that led memberes of the
legislature casually to accept
bribes to influence legislation,
school board members to flaunt

their positions and Jefferson
County Sheriff Jim Greene to
operate his office (and invest
county 1.3X money) as a personal
fiefdom — the public be damned.
It is, of course, the public that
is on the losing end when officials put their own personal and
political interests above the
schools they manage, the laws
they enact or the powers they
exercise through the offices they
hold. The institutions of government — Congress, the General
Assembly, city halls, school
boards, and courthouses — also
lose because arrogance and corruption by elected officials
diminish those offices.
So, as difficult 1992 has been
for public officials, even the good
and honest ones, it should be
viewed as a very good year by all
the rest of us. Like a good purgative occasionally to the human
body, once in awhile a purge of
the arrogant and the corrupt in
government is healthy, too. It's a
reminder to voters to keep an eye
on those they put into office. It's
also a reminder to those we trust
with public office exactly how far
they can fall and how fast when
they decide they can get away
with anything and nothing will
happen.
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In defense ofpost-Christmas shopping
(With apologies to Clement C.
Moore)
'Tis the morn after Christmas at
8:59
And the women of Murray are
standing in line.
We wait at The Place and in front
of Corn-Austin
With visions of bargains, like
Filene's in Boston.
The promise of savings has lured
us away
From families and in-laws who
want us to stay.
"I'll be home in an hour," the
wimpy ones muuer,
"See you at six," tried-and-true
shoppers utter.
It's not that we're needy or shoddily clad,
It's the prospect of price cuts that

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
makes us go mad.
The doors finally open at 9 on the
nose,
And 10 seconds later we've got
arms full of clothes.
Who cares about color, and style
and size
When the signs on the displays
read, "Great half-off buys."
We huddle in corners and hide
behind racks

To try on the sweaters, the dresses and slacks.
By 9:29 the clerks are bone-tired,
But the day is still young and the
customers wired.
Some phone in with questions,
avoiding the lines,
"If that black dress by Claiborne's still there, it is mine!"
Others stake out their claims with
late Christmas Eve eyeing

Of suits and silk blouses for dayafter buying.
Some shoppers make lists, while
some just rehearse
How to answer the claim,"Scuse
me, I saw it first."
The smiles get weaker, the manners wear thin
But we all try our darndest to
bear it and grin.
We come home exhausted,
weighed down by our bags,
And boyfriends and spouses start
making their gags
About women and shopping and
money and credit.
We see, right away, that once
more they don't get it.
But what does it matter? We got
what we sought:
Some time to ourselves, and at
just half the cost.

World Editorial Roundup
Dec. 17; Huron (S.D.) Plainsman:
A month before Inauguration Day, President-elect Clinton is anxious to get ahead. In an effort to make good on campaign promises, he
invited 329 guests to Little Rock for a two-day talkiest on the economy. It had all the sounds of something big going on. Still, it seemed
kind of fishy.
For eight years during the 1980s the U.S. enjoyed unprecedented
economic growth. Many said the numbers were a mirage, but it's hard
to argue with low unemployment, negligible inflation and rising real
income across the board. But the bubble burst two years ago, and
while there have been some successes — notably in agricultural
exports — the economy preuy much stopped dead in the water.
It's the one thing that sent Mr. Clinton to Washington and Mr. Bush
packing to Maine or Texas or Connecticut or wherever he calls home.
Now, a dramatic turnaround the past couple months has skewered
some comfortable assumptions about the nation's economic health.
We're not so bad off as we thought. That would seem to indicate that
the economy ain't so broken anymore that it still needs fixing. Yet
Clinton is considering an economic stimulus program costing up to
$60 billion.
If Clinton's as smart as he thinks he is, he'll put his stimulus program ideas on the back burner. Time is on his side. Even with a new,
supposedly un-gridlocked Congress, it would take months to pass anyway — too late to make much difference. It would be like hitching a
Clydesdale to a Corvette — when 300 horses are already pulling you
along, one more isn't going to , make much difference.
Dec. 21; Chicago Tribune on health care costs:
At one point during last week's economic seminar in Little Rock,
President-elect Bill Clinton remarked that no amount of pump-priming
would revive the economy unless America gets its health-care costs

\
• _17—

under control.
"We are kidding each other ...," Mr. Clinton said, "if you don't do
something on health care."
It was, perhaps, the most sage observation to emerge from the prepresidential confab. Surely it was no exaggeration.
Too often the push for health-care reform is seen as a mission of
mercy on behalf of the 37 million people who lack insurance or access
to decent care. To some extent it is, but there's a whole lot more at
stake. ...
The runaway cost of medical care is bleeding America dry. It is
sapping the private sector's ability to invest in new plants and equipment. It is draining away the public sector's ability to invest in education, public works and other needs.
... America's overall spending on health care has increased by 255
percent in the 12 years since 1980, from $230 billion to an estimated
$817 billion this year. As a percentage of our gross national product,
medical costs have climbed from 7.3 percent in 1970, to 9.1 percent in
1980, to an estimated 14 percent this year. Unless ways are found to
slow the rate of increase, those cqsts will exceed 20 percent of our
national output by the end of the century. ...
Buy an American car and you pay more for the health insurance
coverage of those who made it than the steel used in it. ...
That's well worth keeping in mind as America gets ready to bite the
health-care bullet. The choices are going to be painful. Yet the consequences of not making them would be far worse.
Dec. 21; Charleston (W.Va.) Daily Mail, on the economy:
Bill Clinton wants to "help" the economy. The Secret Service
should whisk him to the nearest mall for a dose of reality.
All the good parking is taken. Stores are packed with an unbelievable number of people making an unbelievable amount of purchases.

-Tdio.c.66.

Visa and MasterCard both report charges this year are 16 percent
higher than last Christmas.
The recession has run its course. Fears of further layoffs are subsiding. Unemployment lines are shrinking.
The economy grew by 3.9 percent in the latest three-month period.
Most economists were shocked by the strength of this improvement.
The best thing President-elect Clinton can do now is stay out of the
way and let the economy grow on its own. Working on long-term solutions will be better for the country than trying to devise some shortterm fix.
Clinton should reconsider his call to spend $30 billion to stimulate
the economy. Such an expenditure will only deepen the deficit and
ignite inflation.
All things considered, the nation is in pretty good shape. Look at
the anvils that landed on the economy in the last four years. A worldwide recession. Deep cutbacks in defense spending. Earthquakes and
riots in California. Hurricanes in Florida. The collapse of the Soviet
empire. A war in Kuwait.
All these blows were absorbed by the mildest recession in 25 years.
Not that the economy is perfect. Poverty is a stubborn enemy and
many state governments are struggling.
California and New York City suffer from the flight of companies
to lower-taxed states; sadly, West Virginia is not on those companies'
list of low-tax SUMS.
But overall, the private sector is firing on all eight cylinders.
Clinton should concentrate on fixing that part of the nation's economy that is already in government control. The federal budget now
consumes 24 percent of the U.S. economy.
Balancing the government's books would be a real big help — for
Clinton and the economy.
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Special service planned

JO'S DATEBOOK

A special service of worship is being planned by the Murray Calloway County Ministerial Association.
This will be on Fnday, Jan. I. New Year's Day, at noon at First
Christian Church, III North Fifth Si, Murray.
A pcnod of meditation will be from 11:30 a.m. to noon.
Ministers of the city and county will take part in this special New
Year's service.
The Rev. Rebecca Church, president of the ministerial association,
invites the public to attend this special program.

Jo Burkeen
urray Today editor

Murrayan is named for
special 1993 edition book
career as a pediatrician.
Hall is a member of the Student Alumni Association, University Center Board, Omicron Delta
Kappa Kappa leadership association and Beta Beta Beta biology
honor society. Also, she is
secretary/treasurer of Order of
Omega Greek honorary society
and secretary of Pre-Med Club.
sice president for scholarship for
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.
The first-runner up in the 1991
Miss MSU competition, she was
named the 1992 MSU Greek
Woman of the Year and Homecoming Queen.
Hall is a recipient of the
Shroat-Huie-Dunn. University
and Carr Scholarships at Murray
State and a former Summer
Orientation counselor. With a
3.73 grade-point average, she is a
Dean's List student.

Bethany Jane Hall is one of
seven Murray State University
seniors from Murray who are
among 41 MSU students named
to the 1993 edition of Who's
Who Among Students in Amencan Universities and Colleges.
Hall is the daughter of Jane
Hall of Murray and the late Jim
Hall.
She is a biology major and
chemistry minor at MSU. Alter
graduating, she plans to attend
medeical school and pursuc a

START
1993
OFF
RIGHT
With These
EXERCISE
CLASSES
And

PROGRAMS
• 50+ Aquatic
• 50+ Fitness
• Evening Aquatics
• Aerobics Low Impact
and Step Aerobics

Randall Chad Coomes

Hook and Coomes vows
solemnized at Nashville

Extension office closed this week

Calloway County Extension Office is closed until Monday. Jan. 4. Memmarried in a
were
Coomes
Chad
of Calloway County Homemakers Club are urged to send in their
bers
Randall
and
Hook
Ellen
Dinah
NashChurch,
for the new cookbook being published by the County Homemakers
recipes
Edward's
Si.
at
21,
family ceremony on Saturday, Nov.
These should be mailed to the office at 607 Poplar St.. Murray, by Friday.
ville, Tenn.
Jan. 1.
Murray and the
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Peggy Cain of
late B.B. Hook Jr.
the laic Earl
Seniors honoring group today
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ida Mae Dennis and
of Paducah.
all
Sr.,
Hook
B.B.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
late
the
and
is
.Denn
of Owensboro.
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center are having a Salute To
The groom is the son of Paul and Janie Coomes
Health Care Professionals today (Tuesday). We want everyone
The
Sylvester
late
He is the grandson of Mrs. Lilian Coomes and the
in Health Care to come to the center for refreshments on Tuesday,'
involved
Fruitof
Davis
Lee
Anna
Coomes of Owensboro and of George and
said Eric Kelleher, director The center is located at 607 Poplar St., Murray
land Park, Fla.
This is the Senior Citizens way of saying thank you to all the service the
Breen. '
Joseph
Fr.
by
d
performe
was
y
ceremon
care professionals provide to them and all of Calloway County,' Kelhealth
ht
The candlelig
bride, and
leher added.
Scripture readers were Denise Seltzer, sister of the
Jonathon Coomes, brother of the groom.
Derek Seltzer.
Brooks Chapel plans event
The bride was given in marriage by her nephew,
of honor.
matron
as
served
Dixie Rayburn, sister of the bnde,
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have a special Watch Night
best man.
Brad Booth, brother-in-law of the groom, served as
on Thursday, Dec. 31, starting at 9 p.m and continuing through
Service
folely
immediat
A wedding dinner was given by the bride's mother
on Friday, Jan. 1 Special music will be presented by the group,
a.m.
12:01
Nashville.
lowing the ceremony at The Cumberland Club,
Second Timothy. Breakfast will be served. The public is invited to attend, a
and
Mr.
church member said.
Following a wedding trip to San Francisco, Calif., the new
Mrs. Coomes are now residing in Nashville.

Murray Country Club will have a New Years' Eve Dance and Breakfast on
Thursday, Dec 31 The dance, featured MJS.0 by a live band, Night Fish,
will start at 8 p.m. Breakfast will be served at midnight. All members and
their out-of-town guests are invited to attend Reservations should be made
by Thursday, Dec 31. by calling 753-6113
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Singles plan special event

• After School
Goodtirnes
• Co-Ed Volleyball
• Men's Basketball

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor its fourth annual New

Joyous
Holidays to
you and
yours.

For More Information
Call:

759-YMCA

Mary Kay
Cosmetics

1 V Family
%YMCA

SUNS R. Casatagbase
itt, 1 11x. 28
Murray
753-7207
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Dec. 29 - Jan. 2
Vanity Top/Cabinet Combos
Single Door 18" a 16'

White on White Top
White Woodgrain Base
943638
White on While Top
Light Oak Base
42314
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The Senior High Ski Retreat of First United Methodist Church is planned
for Jan. 22 to Jan. 24. Those planning to pin the group for the weekend are
asked to call John C. Page, director of Children and Youth at the church.

Lake-Land plans events
The Rev, and Mrs. Wayne Smith of Winnsboro, La., along with with their
singer/musician son David, and daughter Krista, will be at Lake-Land Apostolic Church on Wednesday, Dec. 30, at 7 p.m. 'This will be a great time of
worship, praise and preaching,' said the Rev. James H. Cain, pastor. On
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 1 and 2. at 7 p.m., the Rev. Charles Johnson of
Memphis, Tenn., will be at the church for singing and worship. He is a singer, songwnter, musician and preacher. He is assistant pastor to his father,
the Rev. Don Johnson, pastor and recording artist. The public is invited to
attend, according to Rev. Cain.

Newborn admission
Greer baby boy parents ,anet and
Steve P 0 Box 385 Pars 'ann.
Dismissals
Mess Jami Deines Rt 5 Be' 2-44
Murray Ms Wanda L Chastain 380
Harding Apt T-12 Nashville. Tenn ;
Miss Katherine Deaton, 808 Sunny
Lane. Murray. Mrs Brenda A Holland,
1407 Chickasaw Rd . Pans Tenn
Mrs Elizabeth Ann Durbin and baby
girl, 100 Fox Meadows 4-8 Murray
Mock Gott. P 0 Box 421 Murray
Eric IA Kepner, B-10 Moblie Horne
Village, Murray Mrs Cindi A Taylor
and baby boy. Ftt 3 Box 437. Benton,
Mrs Cindy Underhill and baby boy.
RI I Box 106, Dexter

Expiration
Charles Guthrie
Hazel

Rt

1

Box 14.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Dec. 28, have been released as
follows•

MHS Class to help Rich.ardsons
Richie Richardsop, a member of the 1977 graduating class of Murray
High School, and his wife, Jodi, and two young daughters, Amber, 8, and
Kehl, 6. lost all of their belongings in a fire in their apartment they had lust
moved into at Tacoma, Wash. The family barely escaped the building and
were unable to save any of their things. The 1977 class members are collecting funds to send to Richie and his family. The Richardson family is now
residing at 3815 North Pearl St., Apt. C1, Tacoma, WA 98407. Any one
wishing to make a donation is asked to call Susan Wrye, Susan Brandon, or
Kelly Doran at 753-5515

Newborn admissions
Oliver baby boy. parents, Anna and
William 1120 Circararna, Murray,
Dunigan baby girl, parents, Michelle
and Brad. Rt 2. Box 15. Carvert City,
Krezinslu baby girl, parents, Tisha
and James, Rt 6. Box 219A. Paris,
Tenn
Dismissals
Mrs Edwina Ladd, 120 Lake Drive
Apt* Cadiz. Mrs Michelle McAvoy,
RI 1, Box 210 Buchanan. Tenn,
Mrs Barbaraz Neil* Webb. RI 1,
Box 190, Mansfield Tenn Darns
Gone Pritchard, RI 1, Box 155.
Sedalia.
Woodrow Teague. RI 1, Box 108,
Kirksey Mrs Sheila Marie Witt and
baby boy. RI 1. Box 143. Eddyvill•

Student Ski Trip planned
A special ski trip for university students is planned by First Baptist

Church. The group will leave early Monday morning, Jan. 11, and return late
that evening. Twenty 'students are needed for the trip. For information call
the church office, 753-1854.

Lay Speaker Training planned
A training program for persons interested in becoming certified lay speakers will be hold Jan. 12, 19 and 26 from 7 to 9 p.m nightly at First United
Methodist Church, Camden, Tenn. The cost of the six hour program will be
$5 Any members of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church inter•
*sled in becoming certified as lay speakers are asked to see the Rev. Jim
Alford, pastor, no later than Jan 3

MIAMI INDIAN
W
BM
E. Broadway Mayfield

OA will not meet this week

715
Every Saturday S Monday

Overeaters Anonymous will not have a mooting on Wednesday, Dec 30,
Meetings we usually he at Elks Community Center, Ellis Drive, Murray,
and we open to all interested persons Meetings wiN resume on Wednesday. Jan. 13. OA is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of life
who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively OA is penerned after the Alcoholics program There are no dues, no
fees, no weigh-ins and no diets

DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* CaN About Weekly Spectate *

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Senior High Retreat planned

Senior
SENIORS DONATE — The Murray-Calloway County
are
we
which
for
s
Citizen.., many times a year receise donation
time,
This
director.
,
Kelleher
Eric
ot
g
very grateful, accordin
else. So
though the seniors wanted to do something for someone
list of
want
the
on
toys
the seniors donated and purchased some
Citizens
Senior
are
Pictured
families.
different
the children of two
children.
at the Vveaks Center ssith the presents for the

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday. Dec. 27, have
been released as follows:

Pic
UPS ,,,„,,,,
I. p
„ k-U
•••• , • \

Creason
Year's Dance on Thursday, Dec. 31, from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m at Joe
be
the D.J.
will
Sager
Dottie
Benton.
Park.
City
Community Building, Benton
Singles
and the admission will be $5. All singles are invited to attend. The
and
will meet tonight (Tuesday) at Chamber of COMTISM.). SOS is a support or
divorced
,
separated
single,
always
whether
adults
single
for
group
social
to prowidowed. The purpose of the SOS for the past five years has been being
vide positive social interaction and support in feeling good about
753-0224,
single. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
7.
1-232-540
Tom,
or
8,
1-527-974
Shirley,

Newborns, dismissals, death
listed in tzvo hospital reports

ROV IS Discount Pharmacy

208 E. Main

Mrs.

Bethany Jane Hall

Instructors -

••,

and

Country Club plans event

Salty Hodge & Andrea Boggess

••••

Mr.

Sales are continuing for the book, Recollections, the 1993 edition, published by the Honors English Class at Calloway County
High School.
This is the sixth volume published by the class, taught by Mrs. Mac
(Lynda) Coleman. The students do their own research, have interviews
with appropriate persons, and do their own writing.
The stories concern local people and can be a wonderful addition to
any one's library. It is a hardbound book filled with stones about Calloway County.
Of special interest are the stories concerning people including the
Late Dr. Charles Clark, the late Dr. H.C. Chiles, Roy English, William
B. Miller, Dew Drop Rowlett, Tung Dinh, Auburn Wells and Dr. Jack
D. Rose.
Wanting to know about special places in the city and county, one
can read about Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair, Fisher-Price,
Murray Plaza Court, Victor's, Dairy Queen, the communities of Lynn
Grove and Dexter, and churches at New Mt. Carmel Baptist, Locust
Grove Baptist and West Fork Baptist.
Other features include Freedom Fest, Relocating Municipal Buildings, Girls Basketball, New Concord Redbirds of 1942, Murray High
Tigers of 1974, and Calloway County Ghosts.
To purchase a copy of the book, contact Mrs. Coleman at the high
school or see one of the students from the classes. The cost of the
book at the school is $11. To have book mailed, send a check for S14
to Lynda Coleman, Calloway County High School, 2108 College
Farm Rd.. Murray, Ky. 42071.
Having read all of the publications, 1 feel this one continues to
show the wonderful teaching of Mrs. Coleman for this class at Calloway County High school.

2474537
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SERVICE NEWS

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Dec. 29
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meetingl8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
Hall.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0083.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky
034/scheduled 6 and 7 p.m./First
Church.
Presbyterian
Info/753-0854 or 759-9964.
Wednesday, Dec. 30
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1389.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Calloway County Public Library
will not have Parents and Twos and
Story Hour today.

Wednesday, Dec. 30
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study all
youth mission organizations/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center will
not have services tonight.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Library open/6:15 p.m.,
Klaymata/6:30 p.m. and Prayer
mecting/6:45 p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Dexter Baptist
worship/6:30 p.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's Klubs,
Bible Explosion, and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.: Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prayer service/7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

Lowell Wayne Boyd born
is the former Debra J. Wess.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Boyd Sr. of Puryear and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Wess
Sr. of Ohio. Great-grandmothers
are Mrs. Mattie Charles of
Puryear and Mrs. Lilly Brown of
Ohio.

Singles will have meeting
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
g ER TUCK r CABLNE7 FOR KUMAR RESOURCES

Church

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.

JEWEL PIN MEMBERS — Newest Jewel Pin members of Alpha
Mu Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International are Dortha
Bailey, left, and Carol Lewis, center. Kathie Fleming, right, president of Alpha Mu, performed the candlelight ceremony at a meeting held at her home in Coldwater.

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committc/
Mr. and Mrs. Billy J. Boyd Jr.
noon; Youth to distribute ThanksPuryear, Tenn., are the parents
of
giving baskets.
of a son, Lowell Wayne Boyd,
Alcoholics Anonymous open born on Friday, Dec. 18, at Henry
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion County Medical Center, Paris,
Building, South Sixth and Maple Tenn.
The baby weighed eight
Streets.
pounds four ounces. The mother

Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
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The Singles Organizational
Society (SOS) will have a meeting tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. It was
previously announced there
would not be a meeting.
Curtis Roach will present a
program on "Resolutions: A

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAUST

FOr more information call
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, Shirley, 1-527-9748,
or Tom, 1-232-5407.
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FORMAL WEAR

/

Vinyl and Aluminum &ring
Replacement Wincbws•Patio Doors
Carports•Patio Enclosures
*Wolvenne
•CertainTeed
'Reynolds
'Alcoa
•Masbc
5 Year Labor Warrenty Insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P 0 Box 1064. Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-0280

Fresh Start." SOS is a support
and social group for single adults
whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed.
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NAVY SEAMAN JAMES N.
BARNETT, recently returned
aboard the amphibious transport
dock USS Trenton, homeported
in Norfolk, Va., from a six-month
deployment to the Mediterranean
as part of Mediterranean Amphibious Ready Group 2-92.
Elements of the ready group
participated in several joint exercises including Display
Determination-92, the largest
combined NATO exercise in over
four years. Ships from the ready
group also participated in Operation Provide Promise, the United
Nations' humanitarian relief
effort in former Yugoslavia.
Their deployment exemplified
the Navy's new strategy entitled
"...From the Sea," which shifts
the sea services' focus from a
global threat to regional challenges and concentrates on near
land warfare and maneuver from
the sea.
The new direction emphasizes
strategic deterrence and defense,
forward presence, crisis response
and reconstruction. It will provide the U.S. with naval expeditionary forces operating forward
from the sea that are shaped for
joint operations and tailored for
national needs.
USS Trenton transports and
lands Marines, their equipment
and supplies using embarked
landing craft, amphibious vehicles and helicopters. The Navy
and Marine Corps "sea-air-land"

Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

$1.00 OFF
on Golf

See us for all your wedding & holiday wear!

with this coupon.
Expires Jan. 20, 1993

Formal gowns & tuxedos.

(502) 753-1152

(in stock now)

r • At,
it

B

Olympic Plaza
Murray
753-1300

team is capable of a full range of
action — from port visits and
humanitarian relief to major
offensive operations.
Barnett visited ports throughout the Mediterranean during the
deployment.
A 1988 graduate of Graves
County High School, Barnett
joined the Navy in March 1991.
He is the son of Mildred F. and
Harvey P. Barnett Jr., Rt. 8,
Mayfield.
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Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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Happy New
Year
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PUBLIC NOTICE TO SERIOUS FURNITURE BUYERS ONLY..

CRASS FURN1TURE...MURRAY, KY. ANNOUNCES
FACTORY SUGGESTED RETAIL
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ON AMERICA'S FINEST NAME BRAND HOME FURNISHIKing,

St

Broyhill, Lane, Sealy, Cochrane, Norwalk, Benchcraft, Craftmaster, Taylor
Chromecraft and a host of others at 1/2 Factory Suggested Retail Price.
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ALL ACCESSORIES 300/0 OFF OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
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Don't Miss
This One
It's A Furniture
Buyer's Paradist,I.
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FURNITURE
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Sale Begins Sat.,
Dec. 26, 1992
and Ends
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FIRST BABY
OF 1993
•••• -

lit!

1. Winning baby must be the first baby born in 1883 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
2. Parents must be residents of Ca1/may County.
3. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending
physician.
4. Parents must come by the Murray Ledger & Times to
receive prizes.
5. Gifts must be redeemed by February 1, 1993

A$20
Gift Certifi

Congratulatio

Baby's .
Fir
Bible
from the

Lottie Moon
Mission Group
of

First Baptist
Church

of

me
1 Month's
FREE
Membership
at

Free
Case of Milk

13cly Elite
Look For New Location

753-7283

Medical Arts
Pharmacy
300 S. 8th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
762-1500
Adlacent
Murray Calloway Co
Hosptal

eAllison
For Mom
1/2 Dozen Roses
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A Baby Gift
Awaits the New
Mr. or Miss. 1993
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8x10 Color Phoi
For

Mr. or Miss 199
607 S. 4th St.
753-8809

BOOK-1-CARD
753-9514
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Mom & Dad
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FREE

A FREE GIFT

8 x 10 Photo
Frame

Awaits

Mr. or Miss 1993

c The

GALLERY
Children's Fashions
slic$ Preemie 14

301 N. 12th St. • University Sq.
759-1019

408 South 12th St.
753-0005

Two 3 Piece
Chicken Dinner

Free Makeover
& a *20 Gift
Certificate

Vor.elle

. (unnin9fiam
cS.ulan ,r11)

Includes
buttermilk biscuit,
fries or creole rice
& medium drink

Cadillac Otrector
1

MARY KAY

LFOOD MART

753-2207

$20
;ertifi te
itulatiOns!

4th It Chestnut
OPEN 24 HOURS

To The First
Mr. or Miss 1993

Baby's First Pair
of Crib Shoes

*50
Savings Bond

Compliments of..

Awaits

sHoe
sensarion
4e
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P
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1 Case
of Baby Formula
To

Mr. or Miss. 1993

The Hometown Bank

Southside
Shopping Center
753-4383
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To the
Proud Parents:
Two All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffets

Clinic
Pharmacy
5th & Walnut
753-8302

1 - 4'-5' Flowering
Tree

(
$15 Gift
Certificate

Country
Crossroads
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

Bison
)gfapkyl

ft

Mr. or Miss 1993

Cheelnut Hills-Murray
753-6242

friturray

First Pair of
StrideRite Walking
Shoes for Mr. or Miss. 1993

Hwy. 94 East

759-4512

$25 Gift

Certificate for
Mr. or Miss. 1993

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Case of

Gerber Baby
Food

or Photb
iss 1993
4th St.

623 S. 4th
759-1144

FREE

Newbo).4 Sleeper for
Mr. or Miss. 1993

FREE

Kilpatrick's Child
Care, Inc.
Stadium View Dr.
75,3-9356

One case
of Formula
Awaits

hoes

Mr. or Miss. 1993

ON4IU
IN SOON

WALMART

wawa

A New
Savings Account
is waiting for
Mr. or Miss. 1993

Apple Tree School Branch

zir o

1 Case Gerber
"First Food"
Baby Food

Hwy 641 North
759-9995
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SPORTS
Calloway exits
in semifinals;
Tigers stopped

Show Me State snubs Racers again
Billikens crush Racers 94-58

Staff Ritpon
By STEVE PARKER

Murray leiesr I Those

•

Lodow & Times Sports filler

Calloway County was knocked
out of the Martin Lions Club
Christmas Tournament Monday
night, but got a little revenge on
the way out.
Before falling 65-61 to Waverly t Tenn.) Monday night the
Lady Ulcers avenged last year's
embarassing loss to Martin Westslew Saturday night.
Valerie Shelton scored 26
points and Molly Wischan added
12 to lead Calloway to a 66-40
win over the Lady Chargers. Last
season WeSEVIC% knocked Calloway out of the tournament in the
first round with an 11-point victory that was much worse than
the final score.
Calloway's magic didn't last
long as they fell to Waverly
i 11-1) in the second round.
"We probably played the best
we could," Lady Laker head
coach Peter O'Rourke said of the
effort against Waserly. a Top 10
team in Tennessee. "They had
some big girls and Toni (Antonia
Dunn) got in foul trouble real
early."
Dunn, a senior held Waverly
censer Mignon Sanders to four
points in the first half, but Sanders scored 12 of her 16 in the

STEVE PARKERLAtogef A Thum photo

Hunt were quiet during and
Murray State's (from left) Frank Allen. Jerry Wilson and Michael
after the Racers' 94-58 loss in St. Louis Monday night.

ST. LOUIS - Murray State
University has done more for
basketball in the state of Missouri than anyone the last two
years with the possible exception of Norm Stewart and Charlie Spoonhour.
A year ago, Stcwart's Missouri Tigers bashed the Racers
92-52 in Columbia. This year's
post-Christmas gift to Missouri
from West Kentucky was delivered to Spoonhour's Saint Louis
Billikcns Monday night in the
form of a 94-58 blowout of the
Racers at The Arena.
Each Missouri mauling came
on Dec. 28. That's not the only
thing that is identical, according
to Racer head coach Scott
Edgar.
"We're reliving last year," a
dismayed Edgar said after the
worst loss of his two-year
career. "It's almost the same,
game-for-game."
Murray State waxed Middle
Tennessee in its sixth game a
year ago for the last win of a
3-9 pre-conference season.
Evansville took the place of
Middle this year as the Racers
won an 87-78 overtime thriller

ST. LOUIS 94, MURRAY ST. SS
SMUT IT, (2-11)
Mean 3-6 2-2 S. Cows 1-7 0-0 2. Jonas 0.1.
0-00. avow 2.3 4-4 1. Alba 4-1 04 II. Tempo 1-3
0.02 Stow 14 4.4 13 Taalor 2-7 0.04. Hasid 0.1
0-00 Bates 2-7 2.2 S. Sums/ 2-7 14 5, Pan 2-4
0-0 5, Sanaa 1-i 0.1 2. Walla 04 0-0 0 Taloa
2141 13-15 66
IT. LOUIS (1-3)
Roman III 2.2 a. Dobbs 6-12 1-4 13. Snit%
3-4 1-2 7 McCann/ 0-1 04 0. Close 11-16 5-1 31.
ts Ansa 1.4 2-2 5 E Jonas 1-31- 3. Poesosio 3-4
2-4 S !SOLO 1-2 3-4 5 Totals 34-67 17-25 164
nailane-Si Lam 51. Many St 24 3-PSat
Manes St 3-13 Awns) 1-1, Ales 1-2, Pa*
0-1 01014‘ 0-2. 14001 0.23 03. LOUIS
0-12 1Clagges 48. Hleisnark 4-5. al Joon i-2)
Foust o.4-Toops lisC0411, Fisbountla-W777,
St 30 (Mann 4). St 1.1:44111 37 070101 Ii AssorMorro St 12(Wstoon 3) Si Lads ilAcCaulet IA
Jonas Data 6) Total louls--46,gray S1 26. It
Law 16 5-11.640

?rEannon

in Evansville. Last year the
Racers lost to Evansville before
the Christmas break, while this
year the Racers fell to Virginia
Commonwealth. And then came
Missouri, or Saint Louis as the
format dictates.
"We went to Missouri and
that (Racers) was a basketball I
hadn't seen before," Edgar
explained. "Just like tonight.
"They beat our butts in all
areas of the game."
Just like Missouri.
While the Billikcns were racing off to a 64-percent shooting
percentage in the first half to
take a comfortable 51-24 lead at
the break, the Racers were firII TURN TO PAGE 9
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Reeves fired Monday by Denver
DENVER (AP)- Dan Reeves, who led the Denver Broncos to
three Super Bowls, was fired Monday, the day after the team lost
its season finale and missed going to the playoffs.
Reeves. 48, announced has own firing at a news conference at
Broncos headquarters, and owner Pat Bowlen met witn reporters
ater.

"Life goes on," Reeves said.
The Broncos, who reached the AFC title game last season before
Losing 10-7 in Buffalo, ended their season 8-8 after a 42-20 loss at
Kansas City that knocked them from the playoffs. They started 7-3
but lost four straight games after quarterback John Elway was
injured.
Reeves led Denver to five first-place finishes and three secondplace finishes in the AFC West Division. His Bronco teams also
appeared in four AFC championship games and three Super Bowls.
losing all three times.
Reeves said he and Bowlen met Monday to discuss Reeves'
future, but Bowlen "had his mind made up what he wanted to do"
and did not give Reeves any options except to leave Denver His
five-year contract would have expired Feb. 1.
"He wanted to run this football team in a different way. He
didn't want to ask me to do it in a different way. And I reTect
that," Reeves said.
Bowlen said he would begin looking for a new coach when he
goes to the NFL labor meetings, but did not mention the names of
- any possible successors. He said he expected members of the Broncos coaching staff to apply. Reeves said defensive coordinator
Wade Phillips would be a good candidate and former offensive cordmator Mike Shanahan's name also has surfaced.
Shanahan is known to be a favorite of Elway.

UK successful in Pitino's old stomping grounds
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
11 Sport. writs"
,
NEW YORK - For Jamal
Mashburn and Rodrick Rhodes, it
was the culmination of a lifelong
dream - to play before friends
and family at Madison Square
Garden.
For Rick Pitino, it was a
reminder of the way things used
to be. playing before the same
fans who cheered and supported
him three years ago when he
coached the New York Knicks.
It was a successful homecoming for all three Monday night as
No. 3 Kentucky cruised past Rutgers 89-67 in the first round of
the ECAC Holiday Festival.
"I said that I wouldn't be
nervous when 1 got here, and I
wasn't. But as soon as I got into
this arena, I felt sick to my stomach. This place and New York

mean a lot to me, so this is extra
special," said Pitino, who quit as
Knicks coach after the 1988-89
season.
Mashburn, a junior forward
who grew up in Harlem and played high school ball in the Bronx,
had 22 points, five rebounds and
five steals in his first college
game in New York City. Rhodes,
a freshman from Jersey City.
just 24
N.J., added 15 points
minutes.
Mashburn provided tickets for
28 friends and family and Rhodes
said he had about 150 supporters
at the game.
"It really gave me jitters when
my friends were calling me during warmups. But playing before
28,000 fans at Rupp Arena really
gets you ready to play anywhere," Rhodes said.
The Wildcats (7-0) locked up
the game early in the second half.

PRO FOOTBALL

AP Sports Writs,

SAN FRANCISCO - Joe
Montana tripped over his own
feet and came up laughing He
absorbed a crunch sandwich from
two blazers and felt terrific about
it. He had rain in his face, mud
on his hands and wind swirling
all around, yet he cavorted on the
field like the happiest child.
Joe Montana. nearly two years
gone, was home again running
the San Francisco 49ers at Cued•
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lesock Park Monday night in a
game that mixed nostalgia and
anticipation, nervousness' and
relief.
No one knew whether this was
Montana's farewell as a 49er or
his first step toward reclaiming
the leadership of a team he took
to four Super Bowl triumphs.
"The legend lives on." read a
sign in the end zone, right in
front of where Montana threw
two touchdown passes in the
49ers' 24-6 victory over Detroit.
But not even the legend knew
where he was headed.
It is Steve Young's team now:
Steve Young the Pro Bowl quarterback, Steve Young the NFL
passing leader, Steve Young the
man who will run the show
throughout the playoffs unless
he's hurt.
Young started this final game
of the regular season and stepped
aside at halftime with the 49ers
leadMg 7-6. The fans like Young.
respect him, but they couldn't

wait for him to leave. All they
wanted on this cold, foul night
was the warmth of renewing their
unabashed love of Montana.
They stood for him and
cheered when he first ran on the
field an hour before the game,
happy to see him back again in
his familiar No. 16 uniform. They
roared when he tossed warmup
passes at midfield and when he
threw an easy spiral 40 yards into
Jerry Rice's hands during a practice drill.
And when Montana finally
entered his first regular-season
game in two years on the first
play of the second half, the
crowd` leaped to its feet again
amid the loudest, most joyous of
cheers.
At the end of a year when
many sports and athletes seemed
caught up in tumultuous, even
tortuous change, Montana's
return stirred emotions as deep
and simple as the admiration for.
a man who personifies the word

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

comeback.
He is the one who wins games
that seem lost in the final
minutes, the one who defies medical odds with recoveries of his
back and his elbow. He is the one
who is called "Cool Joe," who
said he couldn't hear a sound
when he was leading the 49ers on
touchdown drives in the Super
Bowl.
Yet, he heard the crowd this
time, and it shook him inside.
Of all his big moments even in
the Super Bowls, he said this
game, at 36 after missing 23
Months with a broken hand and
several operations on his elbow,
was "probably up on top in
butterflies."
"I was preuy nervous going
in," be said. "I worried about
making a mistake and not giving
the right leads. I wanted to be
perfect, instead of just going out
there and playing and waiting for
the first couple of hits. It's been a
long time."

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Billy
Jack Haskins, who finished his
high school career at Paducah
Tilghman as the state's all-time
leading passer, has been named
"Mr. Football" for 1992.
Haskins will wear No. 1 on
his jersey when the Kentucky
All-Stars play the Tennessee
All-Stars next summer. He was
selected for the honor in voting
by sports writers and sportscasters from across the state.
"I really didn't think 1 would
win it," said Haskins, who
passed for 6,741 lards in his
career. "I thought it would go
to one of the other players."
Haskins was a second-team
AP all-state selection behind
McCormack, but the voting was
based on regular-season performance. He was the only finalist
to lead his team to a championship game, where Tilghman lost
to Fort Thomas Highlands in
Class AAA.
Haskins completed 449 of

753_4563 insdtas1
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Grant Hill, and Tennessee, with
NBA hopeful Allan Houston.
"This guy is the best prospect,
not only because of the size and
strength and NBA body, but also
because of his skills," Wetzel
said.
The Wildcats will play St.
John's in the championship game
Wednesday.
Rutgers (4-4) was led by Steve
Worthy, a senior guard who
scored 27 points on 11 of 17
shooting. Kentucky outrcbounded
Rutgers 47-28
The Wildcats led 14-13 early
before they went on a 12-2 run.
Dale Brown had two 3-pointers
during the run and Gimcl Martinez also made one.
Rutgers was able to pull within
36-29 with three minutes left in
the half, but Kentucky closed
with a 6-1 spurt to take a 44-30
lead into the locker room.

Haskins named Mr. Football

49ers shine in Montana's return
By STEVE WILSTEIN

Kentucky extended its 14-point
halftime lead to 71-43 with eight
minutes gone. Mashburn had 13
points in the 27-13 run, including
back-to-back 3-pointers, and
Rhodes had eight.
Rodney Dent's powerful slam
dunk off a rebound gaie the
Wildcats a 76-51 lead with 7:42
left and Pitino substituted freely
thereafter.
"It's not really homecoming
until summertime. Until then it's
just business," said Mashburn,
who admitted that the game was
the third biggest of his college
career behind the NCAA East
Regional finals and the SEC
championship game last season.
Rutgers coach Bob Wetzel said
Mashburn was the best NBA
prospect he had coached against
this season. The Scarlet Knights
have already played Duke, with
pro prospects Bobby Hurley and

learvtce
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842 passes in his career. This
past season he connected on
109 of 335 for 2,742 yards and
23 TDs and eight interceptions.
When Tilghman got off to an
0-3 start this season, Haskins
went to safety and the Tornado
won 11 straight games before
losing to Highlands. He intercepted five passes.
Haskins, who is 6-foot-1 and
weighs 190 pounds, also handled the punting, averaging nearly 36 yards a kick.
The University of Kentucky
has the inside track on signing
Haskins during the national
signing week in February. He
carries a 3.2 grade-point average and has met the NCAA eligibility requirement on the
college-entrance exam.
Haskins is the second Tilghman player to win the coveted
award. Linebacker Kurt Barber,
now with the New York Jets,
won in 1987.
"Billy Jack has the same
type of potential as Kurt." said
Cox. "He's an outstanding
player."
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Maryland defeats Cards

NI Calloway exits...
FROM PAGE 8
second half with Dunn in foul
trouble. Dunn fouled out a minute
into the fourth quarter and finished with 17 points.
Calloway (5-4) led by as many
as eight in the third quarter but
held on to a slim two-point lead,
46-44, going into the fourth.
Waverly jumped up by 12 in the
fourth but two three-pointers by
Shelton, who finished with 20,
and one by Susan Bucy kept the

game close.
Farrah Beach earned praise
from O'Rourke for holding Emily
Pleasant, one of the top players in
Tennessee, to 11 points.
• • • •
Murray High was eliminated
from the Hancock County Tournament in the first round after a
64-61 loss to Ohio County Saturday. Murray, which dropped to
1-6, was led by Chris Cheaney's
21 points and Chris Allen's 15.
James Foster added 14.

•Show Me State...
FROM PAGE 8
ing up the first available brick en
route to 36 percent. Saint Louis
out-rebounded the Racers 19-11.
Sophomore Erwin Claggett, a
6-foot-1 socks-up-to-the-knees
guard ripped the Racers for 22
points in the first half on 8-of-11
shooting. Finishing with a gamehigh 31 points in 28 minutes,
Claggett narrowly missed outscoring the Racers in the first 20
minutes.
Antoine Teague tipped in a
miss for the Racers to make it
Claggett 22, Racers 22 with one
minute, 33 seconds to play. The
actual score was 48-22.
"We probably made him an allAmerican in one night," Edgar
said of Claggett at the post-game
press conference.
The first half was so lop-sided
that with 3:45 to play, Spoonhour
was swapping jokes with an official during a timeout and Billiken
assistant coach Kevin Lee lingered on the floor at halftime to
introduce a recruit to alumni.
Unlike Virginia Commonwealth where the Racers trailed
by 21 at the break to rally to get
within five late in the game, it
was more of the same in the second half on Monday.
Except that leading scorer
Frank Allen spent all but five
minutes of the second half on the
bench.
"I know Frank's going to play,
I just wanted to look at the other
players," Edgar said of his equal
opportunity substitution in the
second half. "We don't have any
chemistry. That's the first thing I
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COLLEGE PARK, Md. (AP)
- Three parts experience and
two parts youth. Add a young
bench, and you've got Maryland's formula for early-season
success.
The mixture proved overwhelming for Louisville on Monday night as the Terrapins
stretched their winning streak to
six games with a 72-65 victory.
Sparked by five freshmen, Maryland beat the Cardinals for the
first time in six tries.
Exree Hipp and Johnny Rhodes
each scored 15 points, Duane
Simpkins helped direct the
offense, and Mario Lucas and
Nemanja Petrovic chipped in as
the first players off the bench.

Greg Minor led Louisville
(2-4) with a career-high 22
points, 17 in the opening half.
The Cardinals have lost four of
five, and coach Denny Crum failed for a second straight time to
notch his 499th career victory.
With the Cardinals up 48-46,
Hipp hit a jumper and a layup
before Rhodes made a 3-pointer
from the right corner to give
Maryland a 53-48 advantage.
Louisville cut the gap to 55-54
before Hipp hit a layup to ignite
a 15-2 run that made it 70-56.
Rhodes had five points in the
surge, including a 3-pointer.
The Cardinals scored 11 of the
game's last 13 points, but by then
it was too late.

have to develop. We didn't start
to develop any tonight."
Allen entered the game averaging 21 points per game, but was
held to nine points on the evening, including seven in the first
half on 3-of-6 shooting.
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • Li
He was 0-for-0 in post-game
comments.
'Your more than one company agency."
"I'm not talking," Allen said in
eerily
quiet
and
a near-empty
901 Sycamore
753-8355
Racer locker room. "I'm not talkDavid King
ing until we win, and maybe not 411 MIME_
Firm Rowed
after that."
Arizona St 103 Duquesne 61
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Dem* Merry IQ, Richmond 70
None of the Racers wanted to
ECAC Holiday Festive!
discuss their second loss in a
First Round
EAST
Kentucky ere Rutgers 67
Boston Collage 97, Long Rind U 62
row. "We're boycotting," Allen
a
50
brim
74
SI
Manhattan
Bolero 70. OT
Fez West Cimino
said of his teammates tight-lipped
12. Loyola Mary record 75
=I 77.
First
Round
Columbia 72
Oho St 65 Oregon Si 77
approach to the media.
91, UCLA 79
Oregon 76 Siloam 'young 70
Providence 92. Boston U Si
Saint Louis (5-3) remained
Mower C Week
Simi 43. LiMilowie 56
CIsamp.onenip
iNtainove 90. Lehigh SS
unbeaten at home, posting
I miens 65 Colorado 65
SOUTH
Third Piece
impressive wins over Southern
Auto" as, Old Donertion 85
out*, 91 St Franco NV 80
Clusion 91, Appalachian St 73
Iona
Clesolc
Cal and Tennessee State before
Florida $1 109. lei Saldrnewe County 80
Firei Round
Mori/lend 72, Laulevile 87
whipping the Racers.
AlianIc
72
Cla
Ion
Iona
F
118
Memphis St 711, Retort Monts 63
Wagner 76 Aaron 60
$ liktow 65. Mississipp 78
Scott Highmark chipped in 22
invitationei
Lobe
Wake Forest 71. Davidson 52
Fines Round
points for the Bills and forward
MIDWEST
Mary 59
New Meow 64 VAllani
Michigan 98, NE lands 02
Cent
61
Northwestern
64
Penn
Donnie Dobbs had 13. Murray
lows 01. Tines Southern 70
City
invitational
Music
Kant Si, Yale 58
State was within nine, 22-13 with
First Round
Penn M. N. Toledo 80
Bowing Green U Ridw 62
11:19 to play in the first half
St LW* SA klinay St 56
Air
95
Force 50
Vandethl
W4 -Green Bay Si Chicago St 59
Rainbow Classic
after Scott Sivills hit a layup.
.kiiiiesukee 82 N Uncle 57
First
Round
SOUTHWEST
Saint Louis then went on a 13-0
lAchgan 88 Notwaska 73
Arkansas 93. Coastal Caroana 74
SW
BO
Louisiana 50
Norin
Camara
HoJewn 76, Staphon F Austin 75
run to push the lead to 35-13.
Shootout Spoken.
Lama/ 1311, Prune View 77
Find
Round
Sachsen IMO 106, San Diego 71
Saint Louis drilled 6-of-8 three°foto 83 Alabama Si 75
FAA WEST
Gonzaga 64 SAT Houston St 66
pointers in the first half.
Colorado M 119, Fon Lows 79
Super Bowl Tournament
56
Plonlindype
CS
63,
Morons
Junior Cedric Gumm tied Allen
Fuse Round
Naiad' 83. Kansas St 62
45 Nes Orleans 43
Dame
Notre
52
R*.enalbe
UC
63.
St
San Otago
with nine points, followed by JerSt Joseph s 64 701as UM 50
UC Santa Barbers 66, Coppn St 55
Sun Carnival Classic
ry Wilson with eight and Marcus
Utah OD. San Jose St 47
Fir* Round
Washington 72. Dartmouth SI
Florida 63
Brown with six. Murray State fin67
Purdue
TOURNAMENTS
Te nes El Paso 77 Austin Posy 56
Cleselc
ASUiTribuse
ished the game shooting 34 percent and Saint Louis 60 percent.
Murray (2-5) travels to Miami,
Fla., to take on Florida International Wednesday night before
hosting Pikeville Jan. 2 and
753-8355
901 Sycamore
traveling to Ole Miss on Jan. 4.

CHAMPAGNE
BARGAINS
FORA
SPARKLING

Goon mu!

....••••7"

94110

7900

cOREBOARD

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Perrler-Jouet "Fleur de Champagne"
1985 Wins Hachette's
"Grappe d'Or" Award!
The 1991 Hachette Wine Guide has given its
highest award, La Grappe d'Or (The Golden
Grape) to Perner-Jouet's tete de cuvee, Fleur
de Champagne 1985. This prestigious award
is presented annually to lust one wine out of
more than 13,000 entries. Over 450 Judges presided, sampling each wine blind. We salute
Perrler-Jouet on this distinguished honor.

4 77.

1

rPERRIER-JOUET BRUT
NN Grand Brut._......
This cuvee is a sheer beauty, with a perfect balance of fruit and acidity,I
delicacy and body. Perrier-Jouet Grand Brut demonstrates that nonvintage Champagne can often be better than vintage Champagne.
MOET ET CHANDON
The Champagnes of Moet& Chandon have long been adored
throughout the world. Napoleon was a great lover of Champagne and a good friend of Jean-Remy Moat, founder of
Maison Moet & Chandon. Napoleon stopped by his friend's
Vineyard so often to stock up on Champagne that Moet built
two houses just to accommodate the little Emperor and his
entourage. Legend has it that Napoleon lost at Waterloo
partly because his supply line to Moat's Champagne cellar
had been cut off, leaving him to drink Belgian beer.
MN White Star Extra Dry-----.34'16SALE! 25.99
Gentle, fruity and not quite as dry as the Moet
Brut. Excellent with dessert.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

MOET'S IN AMERICA
DOMAINE CHANDON

You Gotta Be Here To Believe It!

Napa Valley Brut
17.99 NOW

CORN-AUSTIN'S®

AMERICAN SPARKLING
WINE OF THE YEAR!
Roederer Estate Brut
The Best American Champagne

-791R
.
14011)1 kl 14 EsTA1E

FAMOUS STOREWIDE
AFTER-CHRISTMAS

17:99*SALE 12.99
Case of 12- 131.88
0
fl

Korbel's Finest & Driest

i
MARTINI & ROSSI

BALLATORE

Asti Spumante

SPUMANTE

989

-ii---_=

(fr--t Lorneyset Price
'

0

44 l'2.0,0

ars
750 ML

ANDRE
CHAMPAGNES

Brut & X-Dry
Blanc De Noir

'air&

On All Fall & Winter Merchandise

di
ANDRE

750 ML

99

Compare
with M&R

TOTT'S

-

TO IT'S

249
Nobody Beats
This Price!

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU NEW YEARS'

Thy Area's Finest Men's
and Young Mcn's Clothing Store

Paducah's Most Interesting Store

HUGE Savings Throughout The Store!!!
DOIVT MISS IT!

•

A4

. --

588

, • •••••

988

7i
750 [
i :1
ML :

0/0

_

Brut, X-Dry, Brut Rose

•

GOING ON NOW!

•

KORBEL

KORBEL NATURAL

S•11•111•E
SAVE
UP TO

13.99

The Party Mart
Hannan Plaza
OPEN 8 A.M.-10 P.M., FRI. & SAT TILL 11 r.t.1

509 Lone Oak Rd.

•••••

41.

-‘,•-.7

.5.41k

•

i‘Vt_ •
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•
t
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10th 8 Chestnut St.

59

Lb.
Packed As
Mixed Chops
2/S4.49
$2.89
Lb.

Sliced 79C

$2.49

Field Sliced

Bologna

Russet
White

49

Pota oes

16 Oz
Reelfoot Whole (Sliced 79C Lb.)

Smoked Picnic

Lb.

Field Sliced

Bacon

Lb.

$1.79

Lb.

$1.49

Value Pack

Fryer Breast

10 Lb. Bag

69'
New Crop

Sweet Potatoes

Lb.

39'

aka

Bugs

po
ICA Asst. Flavors
12 Oz. Cans

Canned Drinks
Each

a

f VOW,

Tombstone 12 Inch
Reg. or Thin Crust

Pillsbury Reg. or Butterndlk
4 Pk - 10 Ct.

Biscuits

sac
ectli.vs.eiaDrs5
eac
Eff

HOMETOWN PR
/

••

We reserve Woe nfirt to
limit putties ad correct
prortuit errors
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Classified

\

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
............Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EN111,01

753-1916

120
Insurance
230
Exterminating
250
Business Services
290 ..........-Sleeting And Cooling
630 .....-..........- SerViCatil Offered

060

Help Wanted

410

Public Salo

070

& Childcare

540

For Trade

090

Situation Wanted

660

too

Free Column

Business Opportunity

110

bistruction

570

Wanted

010

AlA

Legal
Notice

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

I RANnIn Olt 1 111(E'S
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parte
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

LAO
Notice

BE IT ORDAINED by the Fiscal Court of Calloway County:
This ordinance shall be known and may be cited as the "Calloway
County Solid Waste Management Facility Licensing Ordinance".
- Refinitiona

Solid Waste Management Facility - any facility that accepts,
stores, disposes, processes, or transfers municipal solid waste. This
includes transfer stations and recycling centers and any other solid
%este handling facility.
Processing- incinerating, composting, baling, shredding, salvaging,
compacting and other processes whereby solid waste is modified or
reduced.
Person- an individual, trust, firm joint stock company, corporation,
partnership, association, federal agency, state agency, or any interstate body.
Solid Waste • any garbage,litter, refuse, sludge and other
including solid liquid, semi-solid or contained gaseous

material,
material
resulting from industrial, commercial, or residential activities.
Transfer Station - any transportation related facility including
loading docks, compaction equipment and other similar facilities
where shipments of solid waste are held or transferred during the
normal course of transportation.
section 11 - Appljcation of this Ordinal=
(A) It shall be unlawful for any person to operate a solid waste
managementfacility withouta permitto conduct such business issued
upon the approval and authority ofthe Calloway County Fiscal Court.
(3)Permitsshall be issued fora period°to/1*year,subject tocontinued
conformance with the regulations governing the collection, processing, and transportation of solid waste in the county and the State of
Kentucky.
(C)All applications for a permit to operate solid waste management
facility mustbe made on an official form,which may be obtained at the
office of the Judge/Executive. Failure to complete any portion of the
application form,or the giving offalse information in the application
shall be grounds for denial of the requested permit.
(D) This Fiscal Court will use the Calloway County Solid Waste
Management facility siting evaluation matrix to determine eligibility
for a county permit.A facility which scoresless than 300points will not
be issued a county permit.
(E)The annual fee oftwenty-five dollars($25.00)mustaccompany the
application.Thisfee will berefunded in theevent thatthe permitis not
granted.
(F)Failure to obtain a permit will result in immediate closure of the
facility and possible fines up to $10,000 for each day after the
deficiency notice is issued.
Dated this the 22nd day of December, 1992.
rie2/90 H. Weak&
Calloway County Judge/Executive
ATTEST:
Teresa Rushing
Calloway Fiscal Court Clerk

020

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Nonce

114, St
tbc StmelAtit
After
Christmas
Sale
121 S to
Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10-6 p.m.
Sun. 2-5 p.m.

The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater tars comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductible.,
co-insurance and "nona pproverr charges can
caw* your onnof-pockat
expenses to mount up.
The Pert A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to 11662 in 1992.
FEW more information
cal?

McConnell
Insurance Agency

753-4199
'our 29th year ofservice"

From time to time our Lord above,
Choose to take the one. we love.
On this day as we think oi you, Dad
Well recall thole special momenta we
once had.
We laughed in good time. and cried
when sad.
But thru it all, you were the best, Dad.
You're greatly missed and will
forever be.
But your memory will always live on

Notice

LAND
WANTED
Acreage & lakefront and suited
for recreational
use - hxting, fishing, hiking. Must
be buildable. Will
pay fair market
value. Call Bobby
Woodland
at
Acres in Cadiz, KY
800-858-1323.

Love Wife
Children

420

Ilomei Loans

..Want To Rent

430 .

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sole

360

For Rent or Lea..

460

Homes For Sale

080
lislp
Wonted

Articles
For Safe

CIALliZizucal

Knights of Columbus Hall

753-0466

44g--it2P<n44,A*-*:4*

PION PRO*

PO Box 1033

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Ron.
60% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Run Ran Within 6 Day Penod
$I 75 per colamn inch extra far Tuesday sr,os
ping Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classified.
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

270
Yleoelleneous

500 Gallon
Propane Tank
For Sale.
502-753-5561
EPSON 8088 2-5'4 , monochrome monitor, keyboard
printer, $450 obo Saito
shelf top, 2 cassette player,
CD am/fm, radio $225
obo 14 sharp color TV,
$120 762-4053
EXTRA nice 25* Colortrack
liCA color console TV with
remote control, cabinet like
new $250 489-2703

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U S and foreign
coins at Hobee's Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Street in Murray Our
coons, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
are available at Decades
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
Mercantile (in Aurora)
Stamps and stamp sup
plies we featured along
with our coons and coin
supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Can
ter in Murray) We appraise
estates and are active buy
errs of coons and stamps
Call 502-7534161

270
Mobile
FOR sale' Glass showHomes For Sale
cases, glass shelving,
metal hanging rods, wood
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
tables, wood shelving, mir- Specializing
in mobile
rors and much more
home electric services 200
753-4541
amp $375 100 amp $325
FRED'S Home Crafter 435-4027
Woodwork on sale Displayed at University Tire, OUR Pledge When you
compare quality insulation
1 406 Main St Ph
753 4994 7594575 Items options and set-up, you will
find that we will have the
made to order
very best value for your
LET us make your clothes, housing dollar Dinkins Moalter and repair Uniforms bile Homes Inc. Hwy 79
and sportswear, rentals East. Paris ,Tn
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's 1-800-642-4891 One of
See and Sew, Country the Southeast's oldest and
Square, 1608 N 121, Mur- largest Home Centers
ray 753-6981
280
LIVING room couch, shair,
Mob's
loveseat and 2 lamps, $40
Homes For Rant
2 bar stools. maple. $15/ea
Combination radio, phono2BR water and appliances
graph, console, $20
urnished Coleman RE,
489-2887
753-9898
TROY Built tiller, horse
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
model, new, still in the crate
electric or gas Walking dis
with attachments Cost
tance to college 753-5209
$1835, will sell for $1650
firm May be seen at Buck's
Body Shop, 9th and
Sycamore
180

4 CAR clean-up shop of
ice paved lot air
753-4509

Home
Furnishings

Mobil.
Homes For Sale
BEST Home Center, Hwy
45 E
TN 3 sale
locations with over 60
homes to choose from Call
toll free for complete list of
homes 1-800-2823781
We are a volume dealer
arid won t be undersold If
you want to save money
call Best Super special
1993 16x80. 3br, 2 bath,
delivered and set-up, 2 left
$16990 Factory close out
16)(60 3br. 2 bath, 1993
mode 1 left, $14,990, low
payments 1993 model
2tx only $9999, delivered
and set-up included, $518
down, less than $150/mo
1 left 1992 close out
id x 70 3br, delivered and
set up terrific buy.
$12 900 1993 double
wide only $17,990, clan
ley and set up small down
payment of $899 can buy
this home No cash down
needed with land We have
10 used and repo s to
choose from Call toll
free for details
1-800282-3781 We have
fixed interest rates that start
at 7 50% with approved
credit low low payments. If
you've had credit problems
in the past and have re
established credit call us
toll free we might be able to
help you buy a home,
1-800-282-3781

ano
Business
Rentals
88FT x 50ft metal building
Insulated. gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 snops or
storage Located at 406
Sunbury Circle See Carlos
Black, Jr at Black's Decorating Center or call
753 0839 or 436-2935
BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time full time small,
large Very reasonable
rent Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4444

THELIAA'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
C earl Used Furniture, Appliances. and Mac Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

Haws Memorial
Nursing Home
Fulton, Kentucky

35 MASSEY Ferguson
430 Case 753-5463 or
753-0144
FORD 3000 tractor, 3 14"
plow. 2 row cultivator Call
after Spm, 759-9609
200

Spear
Equipaissa
SOLOFLEX.combos with
butterfly. $700 obo.
759-1078 alter 4pm.

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south is Sq Hsia Road, right on Sq Hale Road 114 este
OM 11 10 THE 1iii (1

Display Ads

2-10

150

119tp Duckling

Kent ticky
Fried
thicken

\II It( 11\11)1,4.:
........ ...............Computers
120
130 ....._...—....For gale Or Trade
140
Want To Boy
150
Articles For Sale
Appliances
155
160
Home nrruetunge
Antiques
165
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sewing Machines
195 ...-..—. Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Misce1111/1001111
260
T.V. & Radios
340
Pets & Supplies

Help
Wanted

BREAKTIME Billierds. Di
SITTER needed for 4 yea
old in my home, xieland Shopping Center
4 00p m 1 2 30a m rotat- Owner wants offer.
or
ing schedule Monday and 502-442-2900
Exotic Dancers
x
Tuesday first week Wed- 443-3505 ask for Lu Ann or
x
Hirt 11 East Pori* Tenn.
nesday Thursday and Fri- Harold
X Mon.-Sat. II p.m-2 suit X
day
following week back to
I
901-642-4297
110
Monday and Tuesday next
XX1100000000000CXX week House
located on
instruction
Ralph Wright Road off of
ACCOUNTING Manager. Hwy 280 Call
436 5671, no COMPUTER Technology
Degreed accountant answer, leave message
Plus offers Computer
needed for supervisory
position on the Murray, KY SUBSTANCE Abuse Cer- courses, business, private
office of growing national tified Substance Abuse instruction, including CAD
health care company Job Counselor/Case Manager programs 759-9158.
requires experience In gen- position open at The Laurel
eral ledger accounting in- Center Bachelor's degree
cluding payroll. accounts ii Behavonal Science field
receivable, AP, month-end desirable Minimum 3 years
dosing, and cash reconcili- experience required, pre
ANTIQUES by the piece or
ation Strong background in ferably with adolescents collections Call 753-9433
payroll and computers a Send resumes to Henry after 5pm
must 2-3 years experience Thomas, Director, The
required EOE Please Laurel Center, 2000 Holi- CASH paid for good, used
send resume with salary day Lane, Fulton, Ky rifles, shotguns and pisrequirement to Kentucky 42041 No phone inquiries tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Acountant, P 0 Box P•NF EOE
Murray
92168, Nashville, TN
37209
070
INTERESTED in buying 2
Domestic
to 4 bedroom house with 10
DISTRIBUTORS for all na&
Chikkars
or more acres in area Hwy
teal products good money
121 South to New Concord
and incentives Call WILL stay nights with el
436-2000
derly Call 753-4590 after Call 436-5437
USED and antique turn,
DO you need a JOB, or do 5P/T1
ture glass tools, quilts
you need help in making
474 2262 901 642 6290
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between toe ages of 16-22 SEWING lobs wanted, in
years, if you are not in cluding formal wear
school. Cat 753-9378 five 753-1061
1990 250 SUZUKI quad
days a week between
racer, lots of extras $1700
8.00am-3 COjxn We are an
1986 250 Honda
EOE This project is funded
4-wheeler, $1500 Husksby the Western Kentucky
verge chain saw, $275 PoPrivate Industry Councillar 4000 chain saw. $250
JTPA
Sblh chain saw with carrying case, $125 437-4875
EASY Work I Excellent pay'
Beauty
Shop
Assemble products at
or 437-4887
For Lease
home Call toll free,
BOGARD trucking and ex
1-800-467-6226, ext. 8047
With equipment furnished
cavating, inc We haul top
Established clientel. Good
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
Iccation, new building. Exrock, rip rap 759-1828
HELP
penence required Call for
more information_
WANTED
COMPUTERS for sale
Also one Everlast punching
Kentucky
Fried
753-9959 or
kick bag Call 753-7581 or
Chicken is looking for
759-4442
753-2418
a few good employees
Interested in a career
and advancement. If
you're willing to work
America's Second Car
you may be ready to
Join our team at the
Murray & Mayfield
Kentucky
Fried
Chicken Restaurant.
Locations Coast to Coast
We offer competitive income and insurHALEY'S AUTO SALES
ance, plus incentive
Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Cars,
bonus
for
our
managers.
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 121h
We are looking for
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray,
KY 42071
manager trainee. Full
and part-time. If you
Lowest Rates in Town!
are energentic,enthuDaily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
siastic and like people
we would like to meet
you. Come grow and
prosper with an established food service
business. Apply in
person at KFC, Murray and Mayfield or
send resume to 1209
Kirkwood, Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls.

We are expanding our staff and
looking for dedicated people who
would like to work for the best
facility in the state of Kentucky.
RN,LPN's, CNA's. Needed for all
shifts. Competitive salary and benefits - Apply in person MondayFriday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

On call
24 hours / 7 days
Hawkins Research

753-7001

OFIGANZAltON

A FIREWOOD for

Murray

sale

437-1667.
In home sales Prefer women, 30-50yrs of age Espenance necessary Two
weeks training $300 per
week guaranteed for 1st 12
weeks Call 753-2654 for
appointment

WANTED barmaids. wetregain. dancers, $500 plus
wee* Dol House Cafe,
Paris, TN 642-4297,
6prn-2am

&

""

For Sala Or Lease

Business Rentals

310 ...............

SECRETARY/
Receptionist Professional
secretary/receptionist
needed for progressive
Benton arse busineas Preferred qualities include
proven secretsnal experi025
ence. typing. shorthand,
excellent telephone skill*,
Person&
accounting aptitude, verbal
IAR$ Theresa. Reader and and eMeen communication
Advisor A tue born psy- skills, and oormxiter **penchic, gifted from God Spe- ance using Word Perfect
dal $600 502-564-7904
arid Lotus We otter a competitive wage, excellent
bonsai'and pleasant working envronment For consideration, please send resumo with referenoss to
P0 Box 1040-E, Murray
KY 42071

In memory of Dad
(Roy Thorn)

Mobile Homes For Sale

366

CAFE

An ordinance setting forth regulations for the collection and
transportation of solid waste in Calloway County and establishing
a license fee for engaging in the business thereof.

020

270

For Rent

1,0ta

XXXXXX1000000CXXX
DOLL ROM x
X

An ordinan,e establishing a permit process for the licensing of solid
waste management facilities.

I

REAL F:SFA1 E SALES

Mobile Horns. For Kent

285 Mobile Horne

060

111

1-4,9111
NotIC41

Calloway County Fiscal Court
AMENDED ORDINANCE

ection

280

300 .

MISCELLANEOUS

\I

E.U. ES'Al F. RENTAL

,̀1 I'

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550
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Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
respoosible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

OFFICE 1101.1iS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

sitNIElts MARIKEI

Ni t EMEN I \

11123111BMIEN1S

TO PIACI.: AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days In advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

010
020
025
030
040
060

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

FIREWOOD. 436-5598
SEASONED bowood oak
753-5476

Terry
Tatlock

WOOD for sale. 753-0527
or 753-9745
WOOD for sale $30/rid',
seasoned oak 474-8086

Licensed
Agent

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

220
Woad

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA,Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600
250
ILkieinses
ionises
KEN-TENN Investigations,
owner J B Wilburn. specializing in criminal, civil,
domestic and insurance investigetions. 14 years law
enforcement experience
502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee

McConnell Ins. Agency

PRIVATE Investigator
0 B A Confidential Investigations. Southard@ Shopping Center. Suits 0102,
lAirray,. 753-2641

Hopkinsyille Fed Say. Bldg
7th at Main
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TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO DOWN PAYMENT

t

ea NMI": •

Njer4
41-

New 38R Ranch. Energy "ancient, brick home with 2 Ml
baths, fireplace, central haat and air, vaulted ceiling,
dishwaeher, range, wall to well carpeting, skylight,
conventionally built on crawl space over 1660 sq ft. for
only S48,900.

CAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Satisfied Customers Since 1958
(502)564-3267
(602)68,-1800
Basement & Geroge Optional
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CIASSIFIEDS
Ihistals

For Rent

FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Specs wi S Side
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepeng applications for
1, 2 and 31x apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

HUDSON Company Saddles Bridles & Horse supplies 753 4545 759 1823.
753-6763
350

NICE 2br duplex 2 miles
east, stove refrigerator and
water furnished $250/mo
asth deposit 753 1513

320
Apartments
For Rent

FAMILY looking for beg old
farmhouse with a couple of
sores and owner financing
Of lease Option It you have
anything call Larry at
759 1325

Pets
& SiwpIles
GOLDEN Retriever pup
pies for sale Ready Jan
26 Call 759 1180 or
753 2552 ask for Tony

OFFERED by GAL Rental
Property very niCe brand
1 2 3 OR 4br furnished
110W 2br apartments with
apartments Noe new unieasy access to MSU Each HAVE an obedient sale
versity 3br house 1604
bay window french dog for show or home
Main St central gas heat has
to deck washer and Classes or private lessons
door
near campus
a c
stove refrigerator
dryer
Serving Murray for over
$45amo 753 6111 days
dishwasher and micro- 12yrs 4362858
753-0606 nights
wave 2 apartments exIBR nice near MSU All pected to be hapxhcapped
utilities pad Coleman RE
accessible based on re
sponse and 2 are not
7539698
Ready tor occupancy by
I OR 2br apts new downMarch 15th $450/mo Cal BOB Haley Real Estate
town Murray 753-4109
Coleman RE 753 9898
Sales Appraisals Property
28R carpeting drapes ref
Mgt REMAX 753 SOLD
SPANKING new 2br 1
dishwasher w o hook up
with carport
duplex
bath
REALTY of
KOPPERUD
central h a $350/mo De
Appliances furnished Can
complete range of
a
tem
pets
posit rOQUITed No
nal air and gas heat
Real Estate services with a
753 9240
5425inso I month deposit
wide selection of quality
all prices
homes
1 year lease no pets
28R duplex with garage
793-2905
753 1222
dishwasher garage des
w d hook up
posa
TAKING applications to( RE MAX Properties Ltd
$450,rno Day 753-7688
section 8 rent subsidized Bob Penn Paul Dailey
Night 759 4703
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
Bob Haley Jean Bird Bel
Au Center 502-753-SOLD
rooms Apply Halclaie Aptis
2BR duplex in Northwood
Ky Or cal' 1 800/369-5780
Hardin
$325 me 759 4406
5024374113 EHO
28R in Northwood low uti,
ties available Jan 1st 'WO 3br apartments
753 052' or 759-9240
stove and refrigerator furnished Deposit and lease
29R near MSU Available
753 8101
required
WOODED building lots in
now $300 me water and
Lynwood Heights City wa
appliances furnished Cow- 753 9669
ter natural gas cabievi
man RE 753 9898
WANTED 2 roommates to sbon 3 310 maps on 94
snare 3br furnished apart
west from Murray City Lim
28R upstairs carpet &
merit vi-male Water and
gimes stove & refrigerator
its 6% simple interest h
included
garbage
nancing available
Dopier St near hospital
Cat Bob at Trop5350 nso inciuoes ubtrbes $1 204n0
753 5841 or 753 1566
ics Tann.ng Salon
A a at , e .a^ 1st
753 8477 tot information
'59 1987
Available Dec ' 1992
3to dupiexeS central
3 appliances ,urneshed
Co.ernan RE 753 9898
8' ACRES of frontage

••*

CHARMING 21:x 2 bath
d...piex with garage Northwood Dr Appliances turn
shed central ay and gas
neat 5475/mo ' month
year lease
deposit and
no pets 753 2905

property all tillable Hwy
83 north of Crossland
Cal alter 5prn 492 8233

28R house unfurnished
Ky Lakefront boat ramp
deposit 753-4428
baths
4BR 2
available ar 1 in
618-533 2116

home
Murray

EFFICIENCY apt
S''Srrnd water and gar
bags furnished 753 7662
FURNISHED opts 1 or 21or
no pets Zimmerman Apts
South 16th St se53 6609

CREEKv EvN Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759 4081

HAZEL Apartments Hazer
KY is now renting You
NORTHWOOD storage
must be 62 handicapped
or disabled New and 2n, presently has units avau
units 502-527 8574 tor able 753 2905 for more
more information Equal information
Housing Opportunity
HOUSING new SASL1 for up
to 4 students Available for
Spring Semester Coleman
RE 753-9698
LARGE lbr some furni
ture stove &
Carpe

3BR 2 bath ooncbmini..., 53 3293 etc-, 6prh

9e9Mo
0

2BR central gas heat and
air new appliances *id
hook up large iot in town
$39( mo plus 1 month de
references
post
'53 0778
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deepens.
CELEBRITIES IH)RN ON
THIS DATE: actress Patricia
Kalemher. singer Davy Jones. pitcher Sandy Koufax. actor Jack laird.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Your sense of humor will stand you
in good stead today. Advance preparation is the key to hosting a successful event. Get ready for the
future: emphasize your strengths to
higher-ups.
TAURUS(April 20-May 201: Be
careful what you tell your associates
today. Revealing your plans would
he a mistake. Play a waiting game
until ready to make your move.
Work longer hours as the situation
demands.
GEMINI May 21-June 20):
You suddenly feel ready loAllike am
important decision. Avoid taking
any unnecessary risks while trying
to get a relationship back on firm
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1988 TOYOTA truck.
62 000 miles 196$ Ford
NEWLY redecorated home Tempo 92 000 miles
inside and out 3br.
753-9669
baths approximately 2000
sq ft . lust minutes from
Murray. 1 acre lot, 2 car
garage many extras.
M.= 489-2454
1986 LXT BRONCO II 4x4
5sp loaded
bluerwhite
PERFECT STARTER
Lady drrven only Wit sell
HOME PRICED IN THE
under loan value
$30'S 31x. loving room
753- 7275
kitchen. 1 bath, dining
room utility Washer and
dryer and appliances xi
eluded 501 S 9th St
753 7027
14 TRI hut 65hp Mercury
$1900
TOTALLY redecorated and runs good
renovated 3 bedroom 753-9036
home on 1 acre lot Located
between Murray and Ken
lucky Lake Attractive
home and attractive price
Just reduced to $62 500 A 1 TOWN,counuy yard
Contact Kopperud Realty mowing landscaping tree
trimming tree removal light
753-1222 MIS e4570
hauling Free estimates
Tim Larnb 436 2528
/AS
Auto
Al TREE Service Stump

Ports

USED tires 195,70,14
Goodyear Eagle GT black
wall mounted and ba
lanced $125 tax per set
Key Auto Parts Hwy 121
South 753 5500

1970 NOVA SS drag car
Light weight rolling cha.s
sis motor & transmission if
needed 492-8615
1979 CADILLAC new 11.41
their) tires good body
clean inside 753 9887
1984 OLDS Delta 88
Black 2dr loaded one
owner excellent condition
111 xxx miles Call Judy at
Paint Plus 759 4979
1991 CHEVROLET Cava
her RS 4 door automatic
sic 17 000 mass $6500
753 3647
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113 Sunset Bouie
yard Music Murray s Alpine Car Audio Specialist.
Dixieland Center 1 block
from MSU dorms

3BR 2 bet living room
dining room and den Many
recent updates Move in FOR Sale 1990 Chevy Ca
condition Pi.ced in the valise 44xxx miles am1,$80s MLS 114430 Contact stereo a'c $569::
753-9240
Kopperue Realty
753 1222
IT was must sell now it's
GATESBOROUGH home must must 1971 Mercury
featuring 10 ceilings hard- Monterey excellent condi
wood floors and a lovely ton, 75 000 original miles
greatroom with fireplace $800 753-2137 Family
Add the Irveablity of a for
moving to Europe
mw dining room 4 bed
MUST sell 1991 Hyundai
rooms 3 baths 2 huge
walk wi closets and you Scoup. automatic wc, ern'
rem dehave value with elegance tir cassette. ps/pb
miles
Just reduced to $137,500 frost. only 19,000
MLS $4230 Kopperud Re- Retails $7500, will sac:relic. $6000 753-4260
alty 753-1222

Horoscopes

M.,

ori Kind. Your
prises

4

,'w.•

pas rhIr

eNerune is lull of

t.

sur-

CANCER tJune 2lJul 224: It
would be easy to get ott on a social
tangent today and waste your work
hours. Resist the temptation to
squander valuable time. A cousin or
neighbor has good news to share
LEo July 21-Aug. 221: Today 's
events could generate strong opinions and a rather conservative attitude. Try to remain patient if you
encounter intolerance. A -iational
approach will accomplish more.
VIRGO I Aug. 23-Sept. 22i:
Your beliefs are lucky for you: share
them. Use your powers of persuasion to sway someone who is sitting
on the fence. Avoid giving the
impression that you are overly
demanding

1956 L•BARON GTS
Turbo 119xxx highway
Ruffle Good lady s or family
car $3000 obo 436 2333

removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5prn 759 9816 753 0495
A 1 TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd yobs Free estimates
436 2102 ask tor Luke
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
mance etc Free estimates
489 2303

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapor
manufacturers Most pans
in stock on my truck All
work and parts werranled
Ask for Andy at The AR
piano° Works. 753-2455
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
retaliation repair. replacement 750 1515
BILL Travis trudung for
gravel. dirt, loll sand. *flee
rock, rip rap, and backhoe
work 474 2779
BOB S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
teed 753 1134

Services
Offend

Services
Meter'

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roohng, tree work
436 2642

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
sured Estimate available

GERALD WALTERS
Rooting, vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
lemmas 436-2701

SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsrnan 492-8742

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 13% senior
citizen discounts We set
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling carpentry
painting and plumbing
436 2575 after 5pm

COUNTERTOPS

custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plate installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759.4754
DIAL Builders no sib too
bog or small 753 7662

ANY remodeling building
painting roofing References 759 1110

DRYWALL, finishing repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753 4761

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436-5848

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

GUTTERING By Sears
Sews residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

CARPORTS for car arid
trucks Special Sine for
motor homes boats. RV's
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hit. 759-4664

AL S hauling yard work
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759 1683

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664

GRAVEL Puck and backhoe service 753-1221 or
753 1537

CARPET and vinyl instateton and repairs Clean Beb
ber 759-1247

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call

436 5255
Free esti
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed

492 8816

530

liervicers
dieted

Wed
Can

mints

Ilualmos

SHOP tot rent 3rd St Est
753-6831

clo

530

320

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052
HOME Improvement SpeVinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures 753-0280

cialist

K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling garages, decks patios.
interior trim 753-0834

759 4690

THE House Works home
repair and maintenance
SOUTHERLAND AND commercial or residential,
LONG Construction Home painting, plumbing, remodrepairs and remodeling, eling, lawn maintenance.
roofing room additions. no job too small. 24-hour
foundation work Free esti- emergency service
mates No lobs too big or 753-7407
too small Cat S&L Con- VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
struction 753 3870 day or Service Center. cleaningnight
servicing $15. most repairs
SUREWAY Tree & Stump $35 New location Route 1.
Removal Insured with full Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
line of equipment Free es- Mon -Fn., 753-0530.
timates Day or night. WALT'S Mobile Home Re753 5484
pair Soundproofing, rubT C Dinh Repair arid Main- ber coating for roofs parktenance Electrical- Clean- ing lot sealing, flat roofs
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main repaired 502 436 2776
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after Spm
WINDOW TINTING TOM
GEERDES 502-443-2944

FREE Australian Shepherd
to good home 753 9292
after 4pm

e90:0

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436-5560
CuST041 KITCHEN CABINETS
CuSTOGI ei000WORKifiG

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For all your carpet and

All Types Of:

upholstery call 753-5827
Free
estimates
Emergency water removal

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see OUT ShOWIC/OrTI

FORREST Construction
Remodeling, additions, repair, painting, countertops,
general carpentry and blue
prints 753-9688 14 years
experience
REFINISHING

roc S 55 qv MURRAY (Bohm] Bunny eftwo:11
753-50•0

stripping.

custom woodworking
753 8056
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul
frig gravel sand dirt drive
way rock 753 4545
753 6763
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS
installation repair replacement Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window air conditioners
freezers - washers - dryers
refrigerators
microwaves dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson- Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

-,Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

Improvements save Perryville's place in history
PERRYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —

The Civil War battlefield where
approximately 1,300 Confederate
and Union soldiers were slain
Oct. 8, 1862, is scheduled for
improvements that will help preserve it for future generations.
The changes will be financed
through a 53.1 million program,
most of it federal money. Planners expect the program, when
completed, to attract more tourists and make Perryville and the
surrounding area a "little
Geuysburg."
"This has created more exciteLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221. Your
ment than we've had around here
executive abilities may he put to the
since the day of the battle," Pertest. Work longer hours 11 neiCss.11.
ryville Mayor Peck Evans said.
but turn the spotlight away from
your efforts. Budd up !,out support
Among the changes being
system rather than going it alone.
discussed:
SCORPIO iOct. 2.1-tiov 211:
—Perryville Battlefield State
Although you enjoy being the triin
Historic Site might expand from
bleshooter at wort. turn over ,ertain
98 acres to more than 2,000
dunes (If other per plc. A loved one
acres.
helps you find the solution to a
Several farmers have indicated
recurring problem_
are willing to sell.
they
o'sm.
SAGITTARIUS
museum and gift shop
—The
21i: Your popularity go eS our
the site of the heaviest
at
sit
that
out
:tunefind
You
boost.
career a
fighting will be moved, with the
thing about your family that you
museum probably being. installed
have long sugwcied. Someone is
in a historic building in town,
counting on you to untie through in
two miles away.
a big way'
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 Jan
That will make the battle site
finding a way to further your
look more natural and draw visieducation will serve you well in the
tors to Merchants Row, a street
near future. Look into scholarships
of Civil War-era shops in the
Traveling may he fatiguing but net.
heart of the town of 800.
essary. Get to toed early tonight
—Picnicking, family reunions
AQUARIUS flan. 20-11-eb. Ihi.
battle re-enactments no lonand
Imaginative advertising can help
be allowed at the historic
will
ger
company
project a fresher, updated
be moved to another
will
but
site
.
or personal image. Stay on your Wk.,
area.
von
lets
at work. Quick thinking
No one wants to stop the reskip around any (+stacks.
said Mary Breeding
enactments,
201.
I9-March
(Feb.
PISCES
of Lexington, who prepared a
Spend some time in seclusion it a
management plan for the
hectic schedule is beginning to wear
you down. People in key positions
battlefield.
could prove erratic Rely on your
But, she said, the thousands
own hunches.
who participate each year ielVe

Have You Renewed Your Paper?
When you receive your subscription order blank to
renew your paper please mail no later than the 24th of
each month.This will help insure that your service will
not be interrupted.

Murray Ledger & Times

and fired musket
percussion caps that make for
confusing archaeology.
The money to begin the project
comes to Perryville because U.S.
150 west of town is being widened and straightened.
Under a law enacted by Congress last year, some highway
money is set aside for nonhighway uses, such as historic
preservation. .
In this case, that can mean 52.5
million in federal funds, matched
by 5600,000 in private funds.
The Perryville Battlefield Preservation Association will launch
a drive next month to raise
matching funds.
behind bullets

David Morgan, the state's historic preservation officer, said the
Perryville program is the largest
in the nation under the law.
The federal funding was
announced by Gov. Brereton
Jones last summer during a meeting in Lexington of the Civil War
Sites Advisory Commission.
The commission listed Perryville and the Mill Springs battlefield in Pulaski and Wayne counties among the 25 most significant and endangered Civil War
battlefields in the nation.

At its final meeting next month
in Gettysburg, Pa.. the commission is expected to recommend
ways to preserve those sites.
Those recommendations could
help the Perryville plans.
Some parcels of land will be
acquired in the next several
months.
Ed White, who owns 150 acres
in the area, including land his
grandfather farmed, already has
had negotiations about selling.
"I think most people will go
along if they get decent appraisals," he said.
In town, Barbara Brummett,
owner of Perryville Furniture
Mart, said most people are
delighted to see something happening in their town.
"I think it's wonderful," she
said. "I'd like to see us be a little
Gettysburg someday."
The mayor said federal funds
might be what Perryville needs to
perk up its economy, give parttime jobs to retirees and keep the
young people who traditionally
move away.
"For forever people have said
we really had something here,"
he said. "But until now there just
never was any money to do anything with it."

the
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To subscribe to the Murray Ledger 8c Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
.1 All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
L—
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
U All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
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State
City
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Looking Back

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

1it&1 liri(i
Tee years ago
Terry K. Smith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard R. Smith, and Sharon Blodgett, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Frank BlodgeU, are among
not the six, from the J-10-9-6-3.
South dealer.
students at Murray State Uni34
not
you
should
that
is
clear
It
North-South vulnerable.
return a spade at trick two,since this versity selected for the 1983 ediNORTH
would serve only to establish tion of Who's Who Among Stu4
7
Q
*
dummy's queen as a trick on which dents in American UnivenitiCS
V K Q 105
declarer can take a discard. And, and Colleges.
• A Q 10
given the dummy, that discard is
•96 3
Figures of Garfield, Smells,
almost certain to be a dub.
EAST
WEST
Santa Claus, Snowman, Snoopy
You must therefore shift tea club and Woodstock. made by Kevin
* A 82
* K J 96 3
trick two - before declarer can Wolf, 15, and David Daughaday.
at
732
V
6
establish the queen of spades as a 14, decorated the lawn at 1400
•8 5 3
•96 4 2
trick-and the only real problem is
•Q 1084
K 75
Vine St., Murray.
which club to lead.
SOUTH
Dr. Bill Parsons, dean of ColIf you return the four, South
•105
of Creative Expression, and
lege
low
by
playing
contract
the
makes
V A J 98 4
Purcell, senior radioChuck
from his hand,forcing your partner's
•K J 7
major, at Murray State
television
successful
similarly
is
king.
Declarer
•A J 2
have been invited to
University,
if you return the queen, which South
The bidding:
in Faculty/Industry
participate
return
only
The
the
ace.
with
wins
North East
South West
that stops the contract is the ten. Seminar and College Conference
Pass
3
1+
1
Declarer must then lose two spades of International Radio and Tele4V
and two clubs, whatever he does,and vision Society, Glen Cove, N.Y.,
Opening lead - six of spades.
Assume you're East and partner go down one.
The ten play is easy enough to
leads the six of spades against four
hearts, dummy following low. When justify if you make the reasonable
you win with the ace and South pro- assumption that partner must have
DEAR ABBY: This letter is long
duces the five, there arises the ques- either the king or ace of clubs for the overdue. George and I celebrated
contract to be defeated. You lead the
tion of what to do next.
our 50th wedding anniversary last
Before making a decision, you ten to trap declarer's assumed jack April and we used a suggestion we
try to figure out how the spades are and, at the same time, to neutralize read in your column. We had a lovedivided. This is not exactly a dummy's nine,which is"surrounded" ly party at the Chicago Corinthian
Herculean task, since the Rule of by your Q-8.
Yacht Club, and our invitations
If it turns out that declarer has read:
Eleven tells you that South has an"Your love and friendship is the
other spade higher than the six. It the A-K-x of clubs, your play will not
cannot be the king, however, since succeed - but in that case, neither only gift we need. However, if you
wish to bring something, please
your partner would have led the jack, would anything else.
make it an item of non-perishable
one.
than
better
are
Tomorrow: Two ways
food that will be donated to the
needy."
Abby, it worked! We had a heavy
carload to deliver. The people at the

Two Birds With One Stone

Feb. 2-6.
Twenty years ago
Murray City Council approved
the budget for 1973 for the City
of Murray at a special session at
the City Hall. The proposed
budget is for $816.200.
Short reviews of new books at
Calloway County Public Library,
written by Margaret Trevathan,
librarian, are published.
Elected as officers of Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority, Omicron Alpha
Chapter of Woodmen of the
World are Carolyn Parks, Jeanie
Lamb, Martha Andrus, Cynthia
Han and Jo Wilson.
Mrs. Chlora Farmer is today,
Dec. 29, celebrating her 82nd
birthday.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Burkeen,
Dec. 2.
Thirty years ago
QM 3rd Class David E. Bogard

has been stationed at Trinidad
Naval Station. He is the guest of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Troy
Bogard.
Paul Douglas, director of Campus Lights for 1963 at Murray
State College, has announced the
selection of 55 chorus members,
nine, band members and 15
orchestra members.
John Lax, Coffield Vance,
Claude Miller, Ralph Bogard and
Harry Recker will be installed as
deacons of Memorial Baptist
Church, according to the Rev.
T.A. Thacker, pastor of the
church.
Jimmy Olila has received a
four-year all-expense scholarship
to the University of Chicago. He
is a graduate of Red Wing High
School, Red Wing, Minn. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Olila of Red Wing, formerly of
Murray.

pantry were amazed at the quantity
offood we brought in. We thank you
for publishing that suggestion and
hope you will continue your wonderful column for a long time.
JANE LEONARD,SKOKIE,ILL.

,

DEAR JANE:I'm pleased that
you used my idea for your 50th
wedding anniversary celebration. May you and George enjoy
many more anniversaries.
When all is said and done, all
we really have in the end is the
pleasure we receive from that
which we give away.

DEAR ABBY During the holidays, blood banks around the country face the task of providing transfusions for the many hospital
patients who depend on our community blood supply. The need is so
great, and you have been such a
stalwart friend, Abby, that we are
asking you to remind your readers
once again that the need for blood
never takes a holiday.
Perhaps you can also remind
your readers that giving blood is
safe: You can't get AIDS or any
other disease from giving blood! It's
simple and usually takes 30 to 40
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By GARY LARSON

MEN

ALL WE NEEDS
6 JUST ONE SPEED
,

Ouch' You fooi! Th-Ce
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DEAR ABBY: At a recent party.
a large bowl of dip was served with
vegetables cut into small "sticks** carrots, cucumbers, etc. To my horror, I saw people proceed to dip halfeaten vegetable sticks back into the
bowl ofdip!
This struck me as being very
unsanitary. Am I too fussy, or not?
REPULSED IN VERMONT
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SI-XWLDIPE
A COVER,
cwaa. AND
KEEP OUT
RIFFRAIT.

minutes from registration through
post-donation juice and crackers.
And, most important, giving blood
saves lives!
Last year, more than 4 million
Americans received blood transfusions. Sadly, only about 5 percent of
those able to donate actually give
blood. Here in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area, we need more than 700
units of blood every day, including
Christmas and New Year's!
Abby, Americans have so many.
blessings to celebrate. Why not celebrate the blessings of good health
by sharing it? This holiday season.
visit your local blood center and
give the gift that lasts a lifetimeGive blood.
WILLIAM F. HELLER,
CARTER BLOOD CENTER;
WILLIAM V. MILLER, M.D.,
WADLEY BLOOD CENTER;
HAROLD KAPLAN, M.D ,
PARKLAND BLOOD CENTER
* 5*
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Forty years ago
2nd It. Nelson J. Williams,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Noah Williams, is pictured as a U.S. Air
Force F-86 Sabrepilot with the
4th Fighter Interceptor Wing in
Korea.
William D. Medearis of
Detroit, Mich., has been named
as new minister of Murray
Church of Christ.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Perry was gutted by fire
about 8 a.m. today.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Tabers, Dec.
18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Markus
Hargrove, Dec. 19; a girl to Dr.
and Mrs. C.C. Lowry, Dec. 20; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hale, Dec. 21; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Woodrow Collins and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. E.A. Crossley,
Dec. 22; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Anderson, Dcc. 23.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
BLONDIE
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DEAR REPULSED: You are
not too fussy - you're sensible.
When serving a dip, a spoon
should be provided in order to
allow the guests to spoon out
the dip onto small cocktail
plates.

11111

I

* 5*

0
Abby's family recipes are included in
her cookbooklet! Send a long, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or mom,
order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Cookbooklet No. I, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054.(Postage is
included.,

CATHY
tiCIUR MEND
FLO CALLED,
MOM. SHE'S
POPPING OVER
6IFT.
MTh

A

CHET ??
WHAT KIND
OF 05IfT ??
I DIDN'T

GET FLO A
GIFT!!

I HAVE TO HAVE
A &VT! QUICK!
GRAB A GIFT
AND OAP IT
LAP FOR FLO!!

Dr. Gott

On, I HOPE Cr ISN'T MYRON&

I15 A 611T!...R.D! MKT
'OUR
A SURPRISE! LOOK! A
Gar YOU A CyffT
BRAND- GIFT!
NEW

THArS

NICE. I JUST WANTED TO
MOP Off THAT FRUITCAKE THA
aN FN4iL4 HATES.
EVEAVONE

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

SI L K
SCARF!

In her past, and unbeknownst to most people,
Leona Helmsley was an avid bungee jumper.

4.PA

Crosswords
ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
EITHER ALIENS HAVE
LANDED OR THE
AARDVARK'S

IONIC/HI ILL DE
MIMING THE MEWS!

PANTS ARE
TOO SNORT

1 Weaken
4 — garde
6 — talk
(chitchat)
11 Gratify
13 Punctuation
mark
15 Negative
prefix
16 Vapid
18 One opposed
19 Oolong
21 Spoken
22 Exist
23 Space —
26 Crimson
29 Encourage
31 Beloved
33 Greek letter
34 French
article
35 Kin to a beret
38 Arid
39 For example:
abbr.
40 Babylonian
deity

1

scale
52 Labor
53 Go astray
56 Toll
58 Rome's
country
60 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
61 Get
63 Pointed
instrument
65 Existence

66 Article
67 Ancient

11

12

IS

16

Answer to Previous Puzzle

000 MO 01000
01210000 00000
0 OUO001510 100
0 0000 000U
M000 0000 00101
00=0 0000 00
3000 OMUO
00 00U0 MOMOO
000 000M OUMO
0000 0000 0131
MO 0000MUO BM
000000 00000
U0000 OM 0
6 Relieved
7

1 — and polish
2 Egyptian
singing girl
3 Hebrew letter
4 Bar legally
5 Approaches

6

5

II

7

11

9

10
14

13
1

n

21

la

mam

I KNOW A 6000
6UARD 006 WOULD NEVER
BUT

EAT CHOCOLATE CAKE..

HOW ABOUT A WORTHLESS
GUARD 006?

125

-dsH
,41111r

m.uil "

r

it-

Roman gods
Praise
High card
Aleutian
Island
25 In one — and
out the other
27 Slender
finials
28 Lose weight
29 Toward
shelter
30 Whip
32 Hindu
peasant
38 High

mountain

of the
37A
minds
42 Narrow
33
32
31
Opening
hillhill
44 Employ
39
48 Gladden
ill
1111W1111
1111
48 Climbing
WI
42
41
plant
ii.49 Girl's name
il 49
51 Turkish
regiment
lUUUU
WI
ill
53 54 55
54 - call
55 Musical
hiii
instrument
58 Italian river
643
11
57 Recede
f
59 Old pronoun
Illib RN
il
ill
62 At home
64 Fulfill
26 illi

hill

PEANUTS

star: inits.
14
17
20
24

vessel
10 He fled

lid
NI

Sodom
12 "Twins"

temporarily
Myself
8 Desert
dweller
9 Seagoing

DOWN

4

3

2

41 Rubber trees
43 Expel
45 Summer: Fr.
47 Bullets
50 Note of

Wil

hillill id

imi

Mal

Wm

ME

DEAR DR. GOTT- Recently a
friend visiting my home admonished
me for keeping medicine containers
on top of my microwave. He indicated
this was dangerous as it would affect
the contents. Is this correct?
DEAR READER: Properly functioning microwave ovens do not leak
significant microwaves. Therefore,
your habit of storing medication on
top of the oven is not dangerous. the
drugs will not be affected by the microwaves produced within the
appliance.
I have other concerns, however.
Most drugs deteriorate more rapidly
when exposed to heat, such as a warm
kitchen environment. Other drugs for example, nitroglycerine - are inactivated by light and oxygen. For
these reasons, I advise against storing
medication in areas that are not dark,
dry and cool. In my opinion, your
medicine is much more likely to be affected by the kitchen environment
than by microwaves.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is the difference between a clogged artery and
a dead artery? I had double bypass
surgery in 1985 and I am doing fine. A
friend of mine had a heart attack
about two months ago and his doctor
told him he had a dead artery and surgery would be a waste of time. Should
he have a second opinion?
DEAR READER: I believe a
"clogged" artery and a "dead" artery
are one in the same. The blood vessel
has become completely occluded and
no longer functions
With respect to your friend who had
a heart attack from an arterial blockage. I assume that the portion of cardiac muscle supplied by that artery
was permanently damaged - died, if
you will. In such circumstances, attempts to bridge the blockage and resupply blood to the damaged area
would be fruitless, therefore, a second
opinion will probably not help your
friend
Customarily, doctors will by-pass
blocked arteries only if the tissue
"downstream" is alive and function
ing Thus, by-pass surgery is usually
performed to salvage tissue that
would be at risk of serious damage
were a heart attack to occur You
probably had by-pass surgery to over
come partial blockages in two of your
coronary arteries, not the one that
caused your heart attack

1
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Obituaries
Raymond
Hutcherson

41_

`,
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Services for Mrs. Pauline Nanney Scott are today at 2 p.m. in
Raymond Hutcherson, 91, the chapel of Miller Funeral
West Blythe Street, Paris, Tenn., Home of Murray. Maunce Burdied Friday. He was pronounced gund is officiating.
dead on arrival at Henry County
Pallbearers are Kevin Smith.
Medical Center, Paris.
Jim Scott. Don Flack. Richie
A retired farmer. he was a Scott, Brian Hendricks and David
member of Milton Grove Baptist Scott.
Church.
Burial will follow in Unity
His wife, Mrs. Sarah Tharpe Cemetery in Marshall County.
Hutcherson, preceded him in
88. of 3113
Mrs. Scot
death.
Washington Ave., 1ton. Ill..
Born Nov. 19. 1901, at Paris. died Sunday at 10:14 a.
her
he was the son of the late George home. Her husband, William}1rHutcherson and Louise Haynes vie Scott, died in 1978.
Hutcherson.
Sur% ivors include three daughtSurvivors include two daught- ers, Mrs. Ruth Smith and hasers, Sarah Milliken and LaRuth band, Forrest. Sterling Heights,
Travis, Paris: three sons. Ray- Mich.. Mrs. Ruby Collins and
mond Hutcherson, Paris. Clifford husband. J.C.. Bathalto, Ill., and
Hutcherson, Murray, and Jerry Mrs. Mary Flack and husband.
Hutcherson, Mayfield; a step- Donald. Midway. 111.; three sons,
daughter, Willie Vicker, Chicago, J.W. Scott and wife, Betty, WarIII.; two sisters. Dora Hutcherson, ren. Mich., Charles Scott and
Chicago. and Clara Hutcherson. wife, Ruby, Bunker Hill, Ill . and
27 grandchildren;
Maywood,
several great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at I p.m
in the chapel of Rawls Funeral
Home. Paris. The Re,.. V.J. Gardner is officiating. Burial will follow in Greenwood Cemetery.
Funeral ntes for Mrs CJiis
Paris.
Clayton Lee were Monday at I
p.m. in the chapel of Filhe;:k and
•
Cann Funeral Home, Benton The
Rev. Ken Stewart and John tlLks
officiated.
Pallbearers were Bobby BarServices for Charles H. (Bee) nett. Earl Barnett, Eugene Bar
Guthnc will be today at 3:30 p.m. nett, Glen Clayton. James Clayin the chapel of Miller Funeral
ton and Wilburn Nortwood.
Home of Murray. The Rev. Jim
Burial was in Palestine CemetAlford will officiate. Music will
in Calloway County
ery
be by Choir of South Pleasant
Mrs. Lee, 99. Rt. I. lm°. forCrafton
Doug
Grove Church with
merly of Hardin died Saturday ai
as leader.
p.m. at West View N.urin.
3:32
Pallbearers are James H.
Murray. Her huh.,.
Home.
Stockdale. Kenneth Shelton, Wildied Dec. 26.
Lee.
F.
John
lie Owen Vinson, Joe Wrye. Pat
of
member
a
was
She
Paschall and Larry Tucker.
Church
Methodist
United
Hardin
Bunal will follow in South
two son,
include
Survivors
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Lee and wife, Euple.
Mr. Guthrie, 74, Rt. 1, Box 14, Bobby Joe
and Clayton E. Lee
Alm°.
1,
Rt.
Hazel. died Sunday at 9:40 p.m.
Edmond.
Eyelyn.
wife,
and
at Murray -Calloway County
. Mrs.
grandchildren
seven
Okla.;
Hospital.
Steve.
husband.
and
Agee
Nancy
Survivors include his wife,
Lee
Stcven
Dr.
Okla..
Edmond,
Mrs. Volinc Howard Guthrie, to
Texas,
Dallas,
Lynn,
wife.
and
Dec.
on
whom he was married
Butch Thompson and wife, Lin23, 1939; two daughters, Ms.
Rt. I, Dexter, Ms. Paulette
da.
Ann Buchanan, Rt. 1, Hazel, and
and Mrs. Renee BuckWoodall
and
husband.
Young
Mrs. Sue
ingham and husband. N1ark, MurDavid. Greenwood, Ark.; two
ray, Ms. Pam Thompson. Rt. 8,
sons. Ronnie Guthrie and wife,
Murray. and Mrs. Tina Wilson
and
Guthrie
Charles
and
Karen.
and husband, Mike. Rt. I. Murwife, Carolyn. Rt. 1. Hazel; seven
ray: 16 great-grandchildren: one
grandchildren; eight greatgreat-great-grandchild.
grandchildren.

Mrs. Calis
Clayton Lee

MRS. PAULINE SCOTT
Gene Scott and wife. Lila, Rosesilk. Mich.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Ethel Brown and husband,
Rotchie. Murray; two brothers.
Everett Nanney and wife,
Rudean. Murray, and Stanley
Nanney and wife, Clarace, Linden, Tenn.; 17 grandchildren; 25
great-grandchildren.

Charles H
(Bee) Guthrie

Richard A. Lovins
Funeral rites for Richard A.
Lovins were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. R.J.
Burpoe officiated. Music was by
Mrs. Oneida White.
Pallbearers were Billy Lovins,
Jackie Lovins, Rickey Lovins.
Eddie Lovins. Richie Lovins and
Pat Tefft.
Burial was in Parker Cemetery.
Mr. Lovins, 83, RL 7, Murray,
died Sunday at 10:49 a.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical Center. Hopkinsville. His wife, Mrs. Bertha

Lovins. died in March 1984.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Fay Tcfft and husband.
Don, Rt. 6. Murray; four sons.
Charles Loving and wife. Sandra.
Rt. 7, Murray, Donnie Lovins and
wife, Beuy. Rt. 3, Murray, Ronnie Lovins and wife, Gail. Rt. 8.
Murray. and Jack Lovins • and
wife, Sylva, Hopkinsville: one
brother, Bruce Lovins, Paris.
Tenn.; 13 grandchildren: two
great-grandchildren; four step.
grandchildren: two stepgreatgrandchildren.

Americans more confident than
Japanese of national economies

•

NEW YORK (AP) — Amencans are more confident about
their country's economy than the
Japanese are about theirs, according to a survey.
The survey, taken by The New
York Times, CBS and the Tokyo
Broadcasting system, said 29 percent of Americans believe their
economy is improving, while
only 6 percent of Japanese said
the same of their economy.
In the United States, 45 percent
said their country would be the
world's economic leader in the
21st century, while 30 percent

said Japan would be. In Japan, 44
percent thought their country
would be No. 1. while 36 percent
picked the United States.
Growing unemployment. falling profits arid rising bankruptcies have eroded Japanese confidence, according to the poll, published today.
The nationwide poll of 1,333
Amencans was conducted over
the telephone Dec. 7-9., The poll
of 1.357 Japanese was conducted
in person Dec. 3-9. Each poll has
a margin of error of plus or
minus 3 percentage points.

The funeral mass for Joseph
(Cannon) Curtsinger Sr. was
today at 10 a.m. at St. Jerome
Catholic Church, Fancy Farm. Fr.
Ray Goetz officiated.
Pallbearers were Roger Haney,
Dr. Joseph Curtsinger Jr., Bob
Zimmerman, Robert Curuinger.
John Soldo and Steven Haney.
Burial was follow in Si Jerome Cemetery with arrangements
by Brown Funeral Home,
Mayfield.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to The Lourdes
Foundation, 1530 Lone Oak Rd.,
Paducah.
Mr. Curtsinger Sr., 68, Rt. 1,
Fancy Farm, died Sunday at 5:15
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Betty Heuser Curuinger; six
daughters. Mary Haney. Fayeuevine, Ark.. Dr. Barbara Jeanne
Gibson, Danvill, Margaret Ann
Curtsinger. Washington, D.C.,
Judith Curtsinger, Fancy Farm,
Dr. Catherine Soldo, Philadelphia, Pa., and Dorothy Zimmerman,
Maracay, Venezuela; two sons,
Dr. Joseph Curtsinger Jr., Padu-

Prices as of 9 AM

Charles Jones; one daughter, Mrs.
Sandra Richey, Florence; one
son, Ed Davis and wife, Mary.
Murray; four grandchildren,
including Kim McFarland of
Murray; six great-grandchildren
including Ernie McFarland of
Murray.

— were charged Monday with
smuggling and conspiracy.
The 165-foot ship left Taiwan
on Nov. 4 and picked up the refugees from a small boat about 100
miles off China. It was taken into
port in San Francisco after Mandak radioed the Coast Guard that
he was out of drinking water.
The passengers were taken into
custody by immigration officials,
who said they would decide on a
case-by-case basis whether to let
them stay in the United States.

Officers arrest suspect in four arson cases
MATEW'AN, W.Va.(AP) — A
man accused of starting four
blazes in this historic mining
town says he got burns on his
hands from trying to put out a
fire, not set one. And besides, he
says. he was laid up with a back
injury.
"How a man with a broken
back and three ruptured disks can
set a town on fire, I don't
know," said Jerry Lee Barker,
39, of Sparta, Tenn.
The self-employed, salesman
was charged with arson in four
fires set Saturday and was jailed
on S200,(X10 bail. He was also
suspected of setting a blaze Friday that destroyed a quarter of

downtown Matewan, a town of
600.
Matewan was the site in 1920
of a labor battle, known as the
Matewan Massacre, in which 10
people were slain.
Barker said he hurt his back a
month ago in a car accident and
the injury was aggravated in
another recent accident. He said
he called an ambulance Sunday
when the pain got worse.
Police said that officers accompanying the ambulance noticed
burns on Barker's hands and
arrested him.
Barker said he was burned trying to put out a fire at a Matewan
bar.

Search continues for mother of abandoned infant
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville police said they are
following a lead in their search
for the mother of a newborn girl
whose battered body was found
Christmas Eve in a shopping mall
parking lot.
Lt. Gene Sherrard said detectives are investigating a tip from
someone who told them of a
woman who could be the mother.
The infant, who was naked and
whose umbilical cord was still
attached, was found Thursday

afternoon in a back parking lot at
Oxmoor Center. She was partially
covered with rags and a plastic
garbage bag, police said.
The cause of death has not
been determined, Sherrard said
Monday. Earlier, officials said
the baby had been carried ID term
and born alive.
The baby's head had been
injured, but authorities thought
that happened after she died, possibly inflicted by the wheel of a
CM.
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JOSEPH CURTSINGER SR.
cah, and Robert Curtsinger, Lexington; two sisters, Sr. Mary
Jeanne Curtsinger, Clinton. Iowa,
and Barbara Cunsinger, Calhoun;
three brothers, Walter Curtsinger,
Fancy Farm, Thomas Alton Curtsinger, Owensboro, and Luke
James Curtsinger Jr., Louisville;
eight grandchildren.

HOG MARKET
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Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
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Captain, crew charged with smuggling
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The captain and crew of a cargo
ship that was found crammed
with passengers and awash in
human filth Dec. 22 have been
charged with trying to smuggle
180 Chinese into the United
Slates.
According to court papers,
Abner Sammy Mandak and his
crew agreed to carry the refugees
for S63,800, half of it in advance.
He and the eight crew members — all natives of Indonesia

'Price

Company

Mrs. Martha Jane Jones
The funeral for Mrs. Martha
Jane Jones was Monday at 2:30
p.m. in the chapel of Spry Funeral Home. Florence, Ala.
Burial was in a cemetery there.
Mrs. Jones, 74, of Florence,
Ala.. died Saturday at 8:30 p.m.
at a hospital at Florence.
Sursivors include her husband,

P.

Stock Market
Report

Joseph (Carrnon) Curtsinger Sr.

Mrs. Pauline Nanney Scott
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Additional
into•mation
Available
Upon Request.
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INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
$652 on Part A; $100 on Part B. Call me for more information.
ritzz IIELP IS CLAIM ra.uvo ros my CLIENTS 753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melwn

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-111t

YAM IN THU U.S.A.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
11111-111111""11940111992 Chevrolet
a97594

15,900

AM/FM Cassette, Power Windows
& Locks, Loaded.

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

753-2617

'
CORN-AUSForTIN
Ladies
After-Christmas

SALE
Starts Saturday, Ike. 26
al 9 a.m.
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